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Mora County Court April Term

Masonic Meeting
With Grand Lecturer at
the New Hall ,

M0RÁ COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

Caeee Deferred to October Term.
E. C. Hill, O. E. Hill, Eades Walton, at the present time located in a place
Dudley, John Simmons, larceny away from the court house, be bi ought
Cart
É
JohaJ. Kelley, of Silver City v Til firing ten oí the district court of cattle.
Splendid Program, Many Noted Guests, Red Cross Din.
and established within the court house,
(or
Mor county came to an adjourn-- 1
Salvador Ilurtado, assault with in- if proper quarters therefor can he furner earns over $200. Auction Sale, $1,314.25, Cash Grand Lecturer for the Masonic mtnt Saturday, after
a very buey week
nished.
Lodges oiJNew Mexico, will be during Irtich tuna Judge Leahy held tent t kill.
Donations and Dance total nearly $1,800.00
. Having completed our labor, with
Luis.,Torres, larceny of a horse.
Misiona
night
o'clock.
until ten
It Pedro T. Montoya, assault with a thanks to the ctirrt and (he court of
in Roy Saturday night to inspect
thought that the term would ex- deadly weapon. '
ficials, we respectfully auk to be disthe new hall and the claims of wai
tend ret into the recond week, but on
larceny
of
cattle.
Careta,
Emilio
charged. Datad April 24th, 1018.
the Masonic Club' of Roy to rec- Thursday several criminal cases were
J4AA M. VALD,
The story of the Patriotic pay
'
ognition and a dispensation to continued, the principal one being that
On the civil side of the docket a
Foreman
of the Grand Jury.
to
the
sent
and
prepared
was
of the State vs. Brayton Leatherwood, large number of cases were dispoEtd JUAN B. BLEA, Secretary.
Lodge
Masons
here.
form
a
of
who was indicted at the present term
linotype for setting but it failed
One of the most important civil
All Masons living within the by the grand Jury for the murder of of.
we
The following telegram was received
cases tried was that of Claude Hand
mail
bo
today's
to arrive in
jurisdiction of the proposed lodge Anselmo Gonzales, near Shoemaker, vb. S. F. Davis of Roy, involving the by Berlin Caldwell Wednesday:
till
wait
and
can but apologise
it weeks agoThe case was ownership of a heifer calf. The plainy't
a
"Washington, D. C, Gov't,.
are invited to be present whether about
thm tA
for tri. hv fh
t
next week. It is a disgusting
"Í
with the day of the November term and bail tiff presentedwas9 witnesses to show that
unite
to
desire
they
the animal
his and the defendant "Berlin Caldwell, Springer, N. M.
lizzie to us as well as our readers
..; was fixed at the sum of $20,000, which an equal number to prove his ownerlodge 01 noj;
"Deeply regret to inform you that
day
to lose out áftér delaying a
f
ship. The case was decided by Judge C. S. officially reported that Private-Rober- t
The meeting will be held intheithdefda"wve-;v,
The Crand Jury
really in
but such is life.
Leahy in favor of the plaintiff.
Sammon, infantry, died of acMasonic ilall whicn Will befijon tut two days, returned 14 indict-SThere being a number of civil cases cidental pistql wound April 22nd.
nearly complete as to be ment3 and four no true bills.
on the docket in which no action has
"McCain, the Adjt. Gen.
the call of tha criminal docket been taken for several years past, the
Wagon
Robert Sammon is a Colfax county
from
.!
autos
Sewn
available at that time.
Monday last the following cases court made the following order:
boy, was born at Halls Peak, was
Monud brought a fine company
fhere are 2o members who are 'on
DiB.
of age. He was a son of the lute
on motion of
"Unless some action is taken in the
wtrfi
of our neighbors on the west to
ready with C2rt:fi:a.e3 cr dimits tnct attorney.
following civil cases before the lft "Bob" Sammon of Ocote.
.
o
Roy. They all camelia Springjr
Str.tc'v.-- . M. C. Needham, larceny of day of next November, the cases Vhal!
to petition ,for ÜiC now Lodge)
dismissed, 'Vitnrut further
L. Emmett Alldredge and Aden Hol-- l
j
stand
r.ot
'
is
Bridge
Cf.ttiw
'oi'ri'-l.- i
i
o irinv nir
as the Red River'
rvr
of the court:"
ton of Springer, and Wolcott L. Ens-s- el
Stat: vc. Usury Woodward, criminal
Lci-;i:yet open to traffic. We are filad
v
anxious to have the Lodge in
of Roy, who have been in the
Charles E. Hcrtcn-tticcrr.r'.a'nt.
training camp at Camp Stanley,
Caldwell, et al.
to see this breaking up of provinsti Luted that they may apply for
S ate vs. Jc-- c C. Triiiillo. uniaw'uliv
Tpvnq. Vl.lVP.- MlPi't
ssl'lll- .rnn Snrllifrc
V. No:ia vs. Fausrino Ddar.
Peter
,i
'
' zJ
' '
cialism.
membership. Remember Satur- - carrying Tjsto!.
ly passed the required examination ac
vs.
ilr.rue!
Ecgensbtic
Mrt.
Jacon
, t
'
"
'cording to word rcceivtd here tilia
Maloof, unlawfully carry- - Vigil.'"
day night and come if you .are a Cha.-le'lit?
Andrea Salazar vs. Gonzalo Sala?. "j:vek. ..They had not yet been assigned
JUAN J. DURAN
In the matter o? Leopoldo lujsiif t: to their rank. .For their succ:íj thy
I ""State yf. Robert Herrón, assault.
toys ar: entitles to'congratulation?, '
feH real estate. We take special pi ide io'
'
Fioersheim and wife are , j
Miss Helen, daughter of L. E. 'mid
Roaríla' L.' Pacheco vs. Filadtlfo
the
man
from
live
tbis
youn.fj
;
Alldredge of this city, and John
Mrs.
al..
Springer,
et
Pacheco
of
Lewis,
W. A.
r.uy toma
ii ciiurgc ui uiu r.
On the. trial of t!ie case of State vs.
C. Koy, Admx v?. Caükerá C, son of George ur.d Mrs. Kink, of
county
in
the
modern
Matilde
mcsi
Catholic
new
for
the
duricp: their absence..
contractor
'Jose Eloy TrujiUo, indicted for as- - Reserve Life Co.
Taylor Springs, were married at Ra- PonfnTO in Rnv nrrivprl VVpflnPS- - State as a Democratic candiIsault on Antonio Archuleta, the jury
ton last week. Stockman.
J. F. Sherman vs. A. R. Davis.
returned a verdict of not guilty.
Many Roy friends of the bride
day and started work on the dat f or Secretary of State.
. Margaret Eursick vs. Charles EurRemember the Baccalaureate,
th9 Crmnal ase &f gtate"Vb
congratulations and good wishes.
Remember
tend
features,
the
is
morning,
It
building Thursday
sermon at . the new baptist Emery PeCourfij', murder, the defend- Loh- Mctgddena
vs.
Koch
Charles
we will not let you forget
' TV,r. 1?
knme9tearl-- - to be a frame building ana ne
Church Sunday ' evening. Knv ant appeared rn court, and uai oüow-- , neyen. '
...
tfvuu . Pii.ru
" Tnrmprlv
the
name.
ori
Dé
recognizance.
his
ed
own
go
to
er and editor, also U. S. Commissioner
Gerhardt Rope vs. Wm. Stlly.
hopes to complete it by July 1st.
W. C. Heaton will deliver it,
completed a two-- t
Counsey
Charles .Weber et) al vs. Union L. at Solano writes us: "I want the old
years' sentence in the State peniten- - and G. Co.
end all my friend in
man of the
.
tiary for cattle stealing, and was un-- ;
X. M., to know that I wu:i tleclnl
John C. L. PugH'Jr. vs. Huch
last
J A Great Hst of Mercy drawn througH
der indictment for murder, said to
County Judge at Bay City, Tc-aplace in the vicinity of
have
majority."
takoit
good
by
a
Harriscn.
Saturday
P.
vr,
M.
'm.
Hughes
"
F.
oí cccan or unypcanaDie tain
i
J Mills, .about three j ears ago.
When
H. D. Reinkin vs. Ignacita Siinahcez
Mr. Perry has been clerk o? ihv
f
. ... nn,l
trie foreman of the Milla Kanch and et al.
nnfiti!nw
r1.
i.UUIb UIIU
'i v ,:vii( lnitrvrl
im'jv. ... lilt
.
Suyplciou.-.Risort, ,'0.,. was killed.
tiri-- p nnrl
wo.- nyf- r.rlfitt
Winifred T. Grar.ey vs. Spring Land f.nnnh,
fm.'n
.
. w .. .Innrr
--híumij
circumt.tar.cos pointed to Da Coursey & Irrigation Co. to see him-- . getting to the front. H
and he was indicted for that crime. It
Mills Ranch Resort Co. vs. Glen In- was a game little sport here, and w:en
is said the evidence is insufficient to vestment Co.' '
he could not get by with 4 bonuv.uiid
convict Pa Coursey of this crime. '
Wagon Mound Savings' Trust Co. or newspaper or Commissioner he
.
' .
'
'
Th&, first criminar case tried wa9 vs. Elmer Cox.
a job as R. R. Agt. and waa stationed.
Simon Vorenberg ve. E, L. McBride of Tavlnr ns his lust iob..' The
ithat 6f the State vs. Andres Abel,
t
'
.
w
charged with rape upon Bernardita and Wm. Curtis,
W W
'
w
w
W WW w
W W
. '.
extends congratulations,.. . .'.
Springer Land and Irrigation Co.
Pacheco, at Roy in 1916. The jury re- i
tn
j turned a verdict of guilty,
.
vs., Winnifred Graney.
Damcumor Kays that Han-- ILf '.fl
years, o t. and Etta Reed, twd of our fcest neighing him the Court said:
Manuel Avila, a man
- 1
H
age jn.d.who resides near the towrr of bors for the past-teyears, aors.matin
....--. 1
laws of e"W, Mexico for the offense Mora,nd whom the ury found guilty 'ried last Week But" we cant iscer.f t.
of whica you have been convicted is of .assault, was sentenced to serve a get it confirmed. Harve won t tell u,
term of not less th&n one year nor and .we wouldn't know whether to
'not less than five years nor more than more
than fifteen months in the pen- -'
years in the penitentiary.
him lt'he did.' It the most sen.1,1"'. twentij'.-fiv-e
itentiary.
1 regstit exceedingly that I r.m called
sible thing either of them ever did
.
y
Dolorez Medina,-- who" plead guilty we are glad 01 1: it it is true.
upon io send a young mau like you to
the penitentiary, for so long a time, to burglary in the hipht time of the
especially at a time like this when the store of J. R. Aguilar at Wagon Mound
A notice of a surprise party on X ivi
i
'
t
was sentenced to rerve a term of not Fern Depew,
services' oí the young men of the
ot
try are so greatly needed by the gov-- . less than three years nor more than week and failed to get printad r.fier
ernment in other walks of life. I four years in the penitentiary.
the type was set. Business too
remember a couple of years ago, you
t
Luis Tores a young man who plead ing was our excuse.
,
ask-lewere under indictment for assaulting guilty to the larceny of a
Lee Anderson came down Sa'.iiniiiy
with a deadly, weapon upon the girl
the court for clemency and he re-- :
that you afterwards married and ner ceived a sentence of not less than cne after his wife and bi.by and moved
mother. From tha evidence that the year, nor more then cue and
then to Daw?on Monday where he
a 'good job e.r.d in ends is work at it
court heard m, that preliminary hear- years in tne penitentiary.
rJz
thctn he'
ing there was not the least, doubt in
Juan Casados, who conducts a sa- this sumii.er. Ic
the mind of the court of your guilt. loon in the town of Mora, thought he best of good luck,
Those people upon whom the assault would increase his receipts by opening
was committed however were willing a game of "monte" during the session
A tramp printer drifted in hvr.i v.tc
to forgive you and give you an opporand we allowed him to potter around
information
A
criminal
court.
the
of
tunity to lead rm honorable and re- was filed against him by District At- in this shop and help a little. lie got
spectable life. The girl agreed to mar- torney Hunker and he was brought stewed Saturday nifiht and pulled ;ii
ry you and did marry you; her mother
into court Friday morning and plead some stunts including some rcduion.
consented that she might do so uid
guilty to the charge. Judge Leahy talk which made it advisable ftu" ft'm
d
asked that the case against you be
sentenced Casados to serve three to get out of town. He indicated a dedronned. The district attorney after
months and not more than 34 monthk sire to break into an Internment cr.i
conferring with myself 'agreed to dis in the county jail' in Mora county,
and aa a soft thing fo:- - ftliovr like him l
miss the case and did so. He believed to pay
of two hundred dollars. we suspect he wa", trying itv Anyway
fine
a
and I believed that he was doing that
Casados seemed "dazed when he he came near getting a coat of Uuwhich wes best not only for you, but
the sentence of the court, but and feathers and a good d;v tiling.
heard
for the people generally. In that we later recovered himself sufficiently to
were evidently "mistaken, for you are
swear out a criminal complaint against
again before the court and have been Adolfo Branch, on a similar charge.
When a committee of church
found guilty by a jury of an offense
waited upon Mai"..n.ging Director J. M,
Branch,
but
for
was
issued
A
warrant
equally as serious as the other. An- he was not apprehended before the ad- Sully, of the Chino Copper Cor.ixu y,.
other thing that makes it disagreeable journment of the court.
to ask for aasisU.nce in arranging
to the court to impose this sentence
services r.t Santa Rita, t'.ii'j
upon you is the fact that the court
were met wih an ofi'er to build a r,r v
JURY
GRAND
Contributed by Arthur William Brown.
REPORTOF
FINAL
v.
knows your people and knows them to To the Hon. David J. Leahy,
church and open it to all denomln-itiSully
he good people, but the duty of the
Mr.
that
is
said
intimate:!
that
It
Judge of said Court.
court in the matter is plain. On ac
r
the more church mem'nera on the pay
Sir:
count of your people however the court
rolls of the company the better it lockgrand
jury
of
the
members
We,
the
will give you. the least sentence that
ed to him. It is nsedlcjs to say ih?t
sworn
empanelled
and
duly elected,
you, "
can be given ',mn
committee Members accepted the,
the
charged at the term aforesaid, do here
.Manuel Avila wa3 found guilty by by beg leave to tile this our lir.al re- offer and cr.r now apply their fur.;'-- . Uj
1"
i'thq jury of an assault with intent to port.
the eupport of a regular nvnitti:!-THE-K.
.
n
"i
rape and was sentenced to one year in
we have Leen in session tnree day;,
The women of El Paso are to wis
;the penitentiary by Judge Leahy,
during, which time wo have examined
Es-I many witnesses,
In the Case of State vs. Bcsilio
and returned M in- at the coming primaries,' tut will be
obliged to register and tell their age?.
pinosa and Bonaficio M. Espinosa, dictments and 4 no true bills.
charged with murder, the defendants
We further 'report that we have ex- A candidate who docs not expect to
were arraigned and plead not guilty amined the various county offices and get the female vote has suggested that
and tíieir case was set for trial the we find the: same in good condition. a list of the voters and their sworn
.
first day of the next term.
We find that all the officers of the ages will be interesting reading. And
'
In the case of State vs. Jose Isaac county of Mora are fulfilling their it will be for those not registered.
At "the first onslaught of the Huns, shipments. He simply dumps them lo sumptlve germs. We have a hospital Martinez, charged with murder of a duties according to law, and that the
border.
of 30 beds for children In Evian. These woman near the town of, Mora some people of Mora county are being well
before the French were able to with- Evian, on the French-Swis- s
It will be just as well for school disIf It were not
the American Red are reserved for tiie children who are two years ago, on motion of the dis- - served by their officers.
stand their Invasion, the Kaiser seand municipalities to stop bond
tricts
We further report that we have ex- issues until
cured a goodly section of ,France. Cross the task of caring for these too III to take farther. Then our Red trict attorney this case was continued
after the war, as Secretary
With the captured cities and villages starved, ragged, sick, lioinelesn, ter- Cross has a convalescent hospital out- until the next term of court and the amined and looked over the court house McAdoo has served notice that he
good
'defendant's
state wants the states to go easy on railbond reduced from $15,000 and we find the same in a
he acquired many thousands of French- rorized men, women anil childrrti side the town and yet another In a
'
would be more than the French governnearby village. It also keeps six am- to $5,000.
!:..
men.
of. repair. We have examined the road taxation while the properties arc.
True to all the rules of Teutonic ment could handle. But our American bulances busy transporting sick womThe following are some of the in-- ! county jail and find that institution in in the handa of the government
AtYet even then the dictments returned by the Grand jurj a good and sanitary condition and that tention has been called to the fact that
efficiency, the noble German worked Ited Cross Is making heroic efforts' to en and children.
pristhe food being furnished to the
and starved these French close to the defeat the Kaiser's aim to till Frunce strain upon our workers Is so great during the term:
,
if the railroads go into the hands of
point of death, then saw to It that an with consumptives. Trained Red Cross that for eight long months one AmeriState vs. Baylor Leatherwood, mur- oners confined in said jail is whole- the government permanently no taxes
Impressive number of them "caught" workers are at the receiving station at can nurse has had to look after 120 der. Set for trial on 3rd day of nexv some and nourishing.
can be levied against them, so the payThey first separate those beds.
We would recommend the following ment of taxes by the government is
tuberculosis and finally sent these poor Evian.
term.
We, through
showing signs of tuberculosis from
our American Red
wrecks back to burden France.
State vs. Adolfo Leyba, assault to improvements be made, namely: Tbi only temporary, and because there is
It has taken the Kaiser from two to those who ere only starring or have Cross, are doing great things toward kill. Defendant arraigned end plead another adequate pumping plant be no desire to embarrass the states for
:
defeating the Kaiser In, his efforts to not guilty; Case continued.
established so as to et, better wacc a year or so, wnen tne roaa3 may dc
.three years to suck the healthy blood some other d I sense.
It Is Just like the tender, care of turn France Into a graveyard, but we
from the veins of these sturdy rural
State vs. Samuel F. Davis, asv.lt service in filling the nr.k which fur turned back to private ownership. The
French, but now, he is sending them our Red Cross to give particular at- have Just started, and our duty de- with a shotgun. Plead not guilty. C'ae nishes the water EV.pply io the ot.rt state cannot afford to lose the railroad
house and jail.
back at the rate of about 1,000 a day. tention to Hie babies and children to mands that we work fust and without tet for 2nd day of next term.
money at this time.
. .
....
.íuríiiti- iwwvíU.Jhe Kaiae never aanouueea these wWui iLe kiiiiiiy UuiML--r Imu) tutl un-- 1 ceasing.

3,000 People, 200 Autos,
For The Red Cross
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All EPITOME

OF

Germany has not yet accepted the
final draft of the peace treaty with
Russia.
Business was resumed and normal
Gathered From All Over
conditions restored following the one-daDublin.
demonstration strike in
A British airman bombed Zeebrugge
mole while the kaiser was inspecting
the results of the recent naval raid
'
.
there.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
. - COMING
Sixty-sisteamers, aggregating
EVENTS.
Annual meeting New Mexico
tons dead weight, will be turned October
Public Health Association.
over by China to the United States for
The home of Andres Romero at Los
use in the war.
Vice Admiral Schroeder, the com- Lunas was destroyed by fire.
The men called for service entrained
mander at Zeebrugge, according to reports reaching Amsterdam, will be last week for a training camp. '
deprived of bis command for being
C. A. Cunningham has been retained
as town manager of Alamogordo.
taken by surprise by the British.
Viscount Motono, Japanese minister
The Union County Teachers' Instifor foreign affairs, has resigned, ac- tute will be held in Clayton, July 15
cording to a Reuter dispatch from To- to 27.
kio. Viscount Motono will be succeedA. C. Heyman has begun his work
ed by Baron Goto.
at county agricultural agent for Luna
A French general will decorate with county.
the crolx de guerre the colors of the
Many counties in New Mexico went
American regiment which defeated the "over the top" for bonds before Libfive-daattack by picked German erty day.
troops northwest of Toul two weeks
office has
The state treasurer'
ago.
made apportionments totaling
The German ultimatum to Holland,
from taxes of the 1917 funds.
according to advices received In LonD.
F. Laubmann, county agent for
don, demands the right of transit not
county, is carrying on a
Guadalupe
only for civilian supplies and of sand
fight against prairie dogs.
and gravel through Holland, but also successful
F. Tapia, charged with stealing three
for war materials.
of
from Amador Montoya
horses
of
Fifty-eigh- t
crew
members of the
Lordsburg.
at
was
arrested
Springer,
opthe German raider Seeadler, which
State Treasurer Hall has Invested
erated in the south Pacific ocean until
it was wrecked, have been interned In $150,000 of the state's permanent
Chile, according to announcement by school fund In Third Liberty Loan
bonds.
naval authorities at Honolulu.
Feeding of bear grass to cattle has
The Austrian ministry of railways
announces the entire suspension of been found to be a successful way of
passenger traffic on the northern rail- combatting high prices of feed in Tor'
ways, according to advices from Vien- rance county.
na. This action was taken because of
The postoffice at Cuba Was entered
the shortage of coal, due to a strike of and a number of parcel post packages
miners.
and a quantity of state seed sent in
Two American soldiers, wounded in for use of farmers taken.
the engagement around Selcheprey,
The bean division of the U. S. Food
were found alive in a dugout In No Administration has a lot of pinto
Man's land. The dugout had been bad- beans for seed, stored at Clayton, Las
ly smashed by German shell fire, and Vegas and Wlllard that are offered at
how the men managed to keep alive, $9 per cwt.
physicians say, is little short of mirThere will be fully 2,000 graduates
aculous.
for the eighth grade of the public
Major General Radcllffe, director of schools of New Mexico this year, in
operations, declared In London, In dis- the opinion of State Superintendent
cussing the loss of Kemmel hill, that J. H. Wagner.
he expects a big German offensive beAmong new coke prices announced
tween Arras and Amiens "far greater by the fuel administration were New
than the present attacks," for the pur- Mexico coke, $8.50 for furnace and
pose of separating the British and smelting,
and $9.60 for seventy-two-hou- r
French armies. ''So far the German
selected foundry.
successes have been merely tactical,"
John T. Wolfe, it is alleged, broke
he said. "There has been no change
into the postoffice at LaM adera and
In the strategical situation."
stole $386.97 worth of War Savings
SPORT
stamps. He was captured by W. H.
Governor Burnquist may not permit Bates of the mounted police.
fight in Minnesota
the Willard-FultoWar activities of the adult popula-- ,
on July 4, according to word from one tlon of New Mexico will be card Inclose to the Minnesota governor. It dexed, a card for each person, through
was hinted some other date might be a catalog now being prepared by the
permissible.
New Mexico Liberty Loan committee.
A. J. Slmonson, president of the DenLouis A. Lee, the man who refused
ver Riding and Driving Club and membuy Liberty bonds in the recent
to
ber of the Colorado State Racing Com- campaign at the Santa Fé shops at
mission, subscribed for $1,500 in LibVegas, was branded with a yellow
erty bonds In the name of the commis- Las
coat before a crowd of over 500 peosion. One thousand dollars' worth was ple.
taken in Denver and $500 worth seSouthwestern oil mn manifested a
cured in Pueblo.
new interest in New Mexico when it
GENERAL
was announced that the Gypsy Oil
Increase to $30 a month in the min- Company leased the Antonchlco grant
imum pensions for Civil war veterans in New Mexico, consisting of 320,000
and graduated increases to $40 "are acres.
proposed In a bill by Senator Smoot of
As to an abandoned oil well, you
Utah.
can't always tell. Old deserted well
Maj. Raoul Lufbery of Wallingford, at Redfleld, N. M., has been found by
Conn., destroyed hiB eighteenth Ger- an explorer to have 180 feet of oil in
man airplane April 23. Lieut. Paul it. If the oil is pumped out, in two
Frank Baer of Mobile, Ala., brought days It has the same amount again..
down bis fifth German machine the
Dr. John M. Birkner, formerly major
same day.
the United States army in charge
of
A rush of German women to the
the medical corps at Camp Cody,
of
New York port enemy alien bureau,
New Mexico, held by the federal auseeking permission to return to Gerthorities on a disloyalty charge, was
many, followed the publication of the
state penitentiary at
regulation requiring enemy alien wom- released from the
Santa Fé on $5,000 ball furnished by
en to register.
friends In Lincoln, Neb.
Six men were killed in a collision
Frederick Burkner Golding of Silver
between a Burlington fast freight and
City was rnong the 293 passengers on
a work train in the outskirts of Baythe naval collier Cyclops, overdue
ard, Nebr., during a snow storm.
since
March 13.
Two more earthquake shocks ocNames of graduates from the third
curred during Wednesday night one at
officers' training camp at Camp Gor8 o'clock and another at midnight at
don, Ga were made public at WashSan Jacinto, Cal. No damage was
ington by the adjutant general's office
done.
through
the committee on public inAt Edwardsville, 111., indictments
formation. In the list was Earl W.
were returned against sixteen persons
Notgrass, Albuquerque, who qualified
by the grand jury which investigated
for the commission as second lieutenthe lynching on April 5 of Robert Paul ant of
field artillery.
Prager at Colllnsville.
bought any Liberty bonds
haven't
"I
Income and excess profits taxes are
and have no intention of buying any
now expected to bring about
as the war is nothing to me," W. F.
into the treasury in June, or
Faust, f Santa Fé railroad freight con$500,000,000 more than had been esti
ductor, is alleged to have said a few
mated before returns were filed.
days ago. But before an Albuquerque
A collection of 16,000 government
crowd got through with him he had
sealskins was sold for $300,000 at St. kissed every star in the flag and
Louis at the opening of the annual
signed up for a $50 bond.
,
,
spring fur auction, the price per skin
The care of the unfortunates Is on
being almost 35 per cent higher than
of the state's heavy expenses, though
at the October sale. In addition 661
is a work of mercy of which every
Japanese seals brought $26,000; 247 it
citizen is proud. The hospital for the
Northwest coast seals brought $10,000 insane at
Las Vegas began the last
and an odd lot of twelve brought $600. fiscal year with
a balance of $5,066.97,
Five hundred blue fox skins sold for
an average of $75 each. The sale received from all sources $131,780.40,
expended $131,432.11, and closed the
opened with 385 buyers present.
year with a balance of $5,415.26.
Far western Alaska has a new smok
Judge-DaviJ. Leahy denied ball to
ing volcano, according to advices re Fayette Moore, indicted at the recent
ceived at Seattle from Valdez, Alaska.
term of the District Court in GuadaThe latest addition to the northern' lupe county for the murder of Charles
territory's half dozen or more "smoke Baber at Vaughn, March 17.
pots" as they are called up north, is
A report of the Forestry Service at
reported on the mainland near Cape Albuquerque shows that during 1917
Douglas, about fifty miles east of the there were killed in the national fon
fiery Mount KatmaV whose crater is est of New Mexico 423 deer, 639 tursaid by scientists to be one of the keys and 68 bears by hunters.
largest on the globe.
Albuquerque
real estate dealers
Twenty-fivWestern railways re have formed themselves into a branch
ported i at Chicago that every one of of the Chamber of Commerce. One of
their officers and employes have sub- the first tasks they will undertake Is
scribed to the Third Liberty loan.
raising money for $150,000 hotel.
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LATE LIVE NEWS

New Mexico

514.-00-

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

VMUn

Newspaper Union news Service.
'

ABOUT THE WAR

'

Three squadrons of the Fifth Polish
regiment of Uhlans have been annihilated in Podolia by Ukrainian peasants
who refused the soldiers' demands for
'

food supplies.

t,

Vaux-Les-Pa-

Ypres-Comlne-

WESTERN
Thomas Armstrong, prosperous far
mer, living six miles south of Roches
ter, Minn., shot and instantly killed his
wife and fatally wounded bis
old stepson at their home. Armstrong
escaped.
Judge Waller W. Graves, chief Justice of the Missouri Supreme Court,
was offered the senatorshlp to succeed the late William J. Stone. Gover- nor Gardner offered the seat to Graves
shortly after he received word from
Champ Clark declining the appointment.
Twenty-siacts of heroism were rec
ognized by the Carnegie hero fund
commission in spring session at Pitts
burgh, Pa. Five silver medals and
twenty-onbronce medals were award
ed. Several money awards were made;
including benefits to the dependents
of two who lost their lives.
r

e

WASHINGTON

'

President Wilson made a second
subscription to the Third Liberty Loan
taking 2,000 worth of bonds.
America's contributions of food to
the civilian populations of the allies increased enormously during March.
The country faces a coal shortage of
75,000,000 tons next winter, it was an
nounced by the fuel administration.
Leading telephone companies last
year earned $75,960,219 or $3,000,000
less than In 1916, the Interstate Commerce Commission reported.
The acreage of oats sown in the fall
of 1917, for harvest in 1918, Is estimated by the department of agriculture to be about 2,372,000 acres, as
compared with 2,424,000 acres of winter sown oats harvested in 1917.
Holland has placed an embargo on
the exportation from the Dutch East
Indies of tin, tin ore, cinchona bark,
quinine, quinine salts and kapok, all
of which are needed in large quantities
by the United States for war purposes.
The House adopted the Senate resolution for the registration for military
service of young men who have
reached the age of 21 years since
June 5, last.
Belgium was granted another credit
of $3,250,000 by the treasury, making
her total borrowings from the United
States $107,850,000 and credits to all
the allies $5,288,850,000.
The Third Liberty Loan, rounding
Into the home stretch April 26, swept
past the $2,000,000,000 mcrk as patriotic celebrations throughout the nation marked Liberty day.
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FOLLOWING

NEW REVOLT.

ALLIES STOP HUN DRIVE

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons into
a bottle containing three ounces' of orchard white, shake well, and you have
a quarter pint of the best freckle and
tnn lotion, and complexion whltener,
at very small cost
and any
Tour grocer has the
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of orchard white for a
few cents. Massage thla sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day and see how freckles and blemishes disappear and how
clear, soft and white the skln'becomes.
Tes I It is harmless. Adv.

ÍCARTEfóf

J

AND

BRITIShi

TROOPS

FORCE. ENEMY TO COME TO
HALT IN FLANDERS.
Western Newspaper Vnlon Newt Service.

London,

April

29.

countrlek

Five

are reported In the throes of revolt
upDr threatened with
risings. They are Russia, Austria,
Germany, Siberia and Finland.
Grand Duke Alexis, eon of the former Czar, is reported to have been
proclaimed Emperor of Russia, with
Grand Duke Michael, brother of Nicholas, as regent, and it is said that the
new government will refuse to recognize the Bolshevist peace treaty with
epoch-makin-

Germany.
In Austria an

Decide how many Liberty bonds you
can afford to take, and then ...ke a few
more.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy
tor Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Charles
Not every man can accumulate a
party has been formed to militate fortune, but It Is a slow one who canagainst the influence of the Empress not contract a few debts.
Zita. The southern Slavs are reviving
their agitation for separation from
Austria. May Day Is expected to witOUR BOYS "OVER THERE" ENness a general labor strike and demonJOY TOASTED CIGARETTES.
stration for peace throughout Austria and Hungary. Premier von Seyd-le- r
of Austria has found his position
i
s
untenable on account of the exposure
Through the patriotism of the
of the Emperor's peace letter and his
of this country thousands of
smoke kits are being distributed to
tactless handling of the food crisis.
American soldiers in France. AuthorAustria, Bulgaria, Turkey, the
ities agree that men in the trenches
already
Czechs and Jugoslavs are
need cigarettes almost as much as
quarreling over what they consider
food and munitions.
prospective spoils in the Balkans.
Doctors, nurses, and commanding
In Germany Herr Scheldemann deofficers all join in the demand which
nounced the gagging of the press and
has awakened in this country a great
reports come of the masses crying for
movement to keep our boys supplied
peace.
with smokes.
a
urging
upper
Finland
classes are
"kingdom," while the middle and low
Millions of the famous LUCKY
er classes are fighting for a republic.
STRIKE Cigarettes are "going over"
all the time. There's something
about the Idea of the loaiUJ cigaWith the British Army In France,
rette that appeals to the men who
April 29. By one of those
spend their time in cold, wet trenches
wall stands for which they have been
. and billets.
famous in this war, the Franco-Bri- t
ish forces have saved the situation in
Then, too, the real Kentucky Burley
the Ypres sector from turning Into
tobacco of the LUCKY STRIKE cigasuccess for the Germans after the
rette gives them the solid satisfaction
loss by the allied forces of the domi
of a pipe, with a lot less trouble. Adv.
nating peak of Kemmel.
I
The entire allied line in France and
Flanders still stands firmly. Nowhere
have the Germans been able to make
He who pokes his nose into everya further dent in it.
Hard fighting thing will occasionally poke it between
has been in progress on the Ypres sec- a thumb and forefinger.
tor, around Voormezeele, and to the
v
south of Locre. Both places haye sev
$100 Reward, $100
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly influeral times changed hands, but at last
by
constitutional conditions. It
reports Voormezeele had been recap- enced
therefore requires constitutional treattured by the British, but the Germans ment HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
taken Internally and acts through the
had obtained another foothold in Lo- Is
Blood on the Mucous Surfacea of the Syscre.. Voormezeele was taken by the tem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
the foundation of the disease,
Germans Saturday, but the British in destroys
gives the patient strength by Improving
a night attack won it back and since the general health and assists nature In
doing Its work. 1100.00 for any case of
have held It, inflicting heavy casual- Catarrh
CATARRH
that HALL'S
ties on the Germans in renewed ef- MEDICINE) falls to cure.
75c. Testimoníale free.
Druggists
forts to take the place.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Thu the enemy was brought 'to a
standstill, and Saturday morning did
It's easier to tell a child what he
not bring with it any resumption of must not do than to show him what he
his infantry attacks.
should do.
The Germans have tried at several
points along the front held by the
French to pierce the line, but every
where have been repulsed, notably in
LendHim
the St. Mlhlel and Luneville sectors,
AHaruJ
where recently American troops were
stationed.
cití-ten-
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The total losses of the brigade of
marines with the American expeditionary force In France so far reported was announced by MaJ. Gen.
commandant of the corps, as 278.
At Villers Bretonneux the British
Friday held their lines and completed
the work of clearing out the last German positions on the ground held before the German attack on Wednesday.
The slaughter caused by the small
British tanks among a concentration
of the enemy near Cachy In Wednes
day's fighting appears to have been
eren greater than was originally re
ported.
The American troops In the Seiche- prey fight, additional details show
were outnumbered, In some Instances,
eight to one. Latest advices are that
the American casualties are much un
der the first estimates.
American troops made a successful
trench raid over the heights of the
l
Meuse, in the vicinity of
amelax (on the front below Verdun
nine miles north of St. Mlbiel). Their
French comrades harassed the enemy
in the same way at a number of places
in Lorraine and in the Vosges.
The French Friday attacked Kem
mel hill, and a furious battle was rag
Ing, says a dispatch from Reuters' cor
respondent at British headquarters in
France. The Germans have attacked
s
from La Clytte to the
canal, the dispatch adds. The Franco
British armies, attacking from Vllllers
Bretonneux to opposite Hangard, have
made progress.
The Associated Press learns from a
high naval source that the operations
at Zeebrugge were a complete success,
with the result that the Flanders flotilla now wilVbe obliged to resort to
the OBtend route In putting to sea,
from which the British forces cap
more easily handle the German ships.
In addition to the damage done the
mole and the German guns, material
and shipping, the channel has been
blocked by the cement ships and a
German dredger was destroyed.
Bar-net-
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RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

SAYINGS,

Do Your Cowl Fall to Clean?
This If a Mrtoni condition and require prompt attention

GIRLSIMAKEUP

W
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PILLS.
'

For Constipation
Carter's Little
Liver Pills
will set you right

over night

Purely Vegetable
Small Pill. Small

Doe, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
those who lack Iron In the blood,
people do.
d
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Boys and Girls
Clear Your Skin

With Cuticura
and 50ft

Soap 25c. Ointment
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Austria Exiles Princess Marie.
Paris. Princess Marie Antoinette,
mother of Empress Zita, has been ordered to leave Austria.
WAR LAST TILL WE WIN

WOOD

Denver. "How long is the war going to last?" The only answer to that
question is, 'It w"l last until we, the

For

BONDS

patriot. en

WHEN YOU THINK RAGS

of rectory Prlo
Think
Same price aa before the war.

Then writ to as for catalogue.

AMERICAN FLAG UFO. CO.. Em ton,

pa,

PARKER'S
BAL8AM
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For Rasters. Color end
or Foood Hatr.
Beeetr toGrer
1.00 trtrugyl.tiL
too.

end!

He Knew Human Nature.
Hobo Lady, would you swap something to eat for (lis pie and cake I got
lit de next house?

At Times.
Mrs. Itlley What a blessing children are. They didn't draft Hike because he hnd six.

j

Eed Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.
Probably some folks lie to you because they think too much of you to
tell you the truth.

ENOCH MORGAN'S

SONS

Buy

CO.

a itMi

an

Economy

"Actions speal louder than

allies, win!'"
words -- Act- Don't Talk Buy Now
With shoulder squared to their
great breadth, with a radiant deter
mination from his very personality
that was Itself a strengthening hope,
with stacatto accent that pierced to
Or Distemper In stallions, brood maree, eolta and all other Is
meet destructive. The term earning the alterne
the very heart those words were albe removed from the body of the anlmaL To prevent moil
the trouble
most the first from the lips of Maj.
the same must be done.
,
r- Gen. Leonard Wood, ranking major
COMPOUND
Will
do
both
cure
the lick and prevent thoee
general of the United States army,
from
having the dlaeeie, (0 cents ana tl e bottle; "eipoeei"
IS end 110 the
hurled out upon a capacity audience at
dozen. All druggists, harness houses, or manufacturera
SPOHIf MEDICAJL CO, Manuf.ctarers, Goshen,
Saturday night, in
the Auditorium
Id V.8JL.
which he urged Americans to prepare
Rubbing It In.
in every way to help win the war and
Cadger "Sir, do you mean to Insult
name terms of peace.
me?" Badger- - "Certainly not. I didn't
think you could be Insulted."
Old Glory to Float Over Berlin.
Tulsa, Okla. "We are going to continue this war until the Stars and
Stripes float over Berlin," Secretary Now
I llie Tim te Get Ria ef Taete Ugly Spots
ijj
i i.'i.y ;i)
5.l.
of the Treasury McAdoo told a crOwd
no longer the slightest need of feeling
There's
here April 27. "That time will be pro- ssaimed of
ss Othlne double
Tour freckles,
longed," he continued, "unless every strength Is guaranteed to remove these homely
spots.
Amtrican throws his everything into
get
Simply
sn ounce of Othlne double fw Enquire for the
the struggle. Buy Liberty bonds."
strength from your druggist, and apply a little
Never Break Trace V

-

STRANGLES
SPOHN'S

Denver Directory

FRECKLES

of It night and morning and

saddlery ax

should

soon see
fon
uaaranteea
DENVER
Dutch Yield Hun Shipping Demand. that even the worst freckles have begun to
while the lighter ones have vaolahed enLondon. Holland has yielded to tirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce
I
Germany's demands concerning trans- Is needed to completely clear the skin snd gain IT
a beautiful clear complexion.
port and the supply of sand and
Be sure to sek for the doable strength Othlne.
Bend for Catalogue a ad
gravel, although it is understood that ss (Jthis Is sold under guarantee of money back finishing Price List. IbDemFseasUtertabCfc,
It
falls te remove freckles. Adv.
(ssteaa Uak Ce, tU lets ftnet, Dearer, Célense
the amount of sand and gravel will
be limited instead of unlimited, acIf you can't be happy at home, the
Co.
cording to a dispatch. . from The chances are you'll never be happy any The
715 L
C Buü&t Dorar, Celo.
Hague to the Daily Mall, dated Sun- where else.
.
day. It is added that a general underPURE BRED HEREFORD
taking will be required from Germany
BULLS FOR SALE
Eyes Need Cars
Wben
Your
.. Oses, twos and threes.
that the sand and gravel will not b
Try
EyeJIeRiedy
MarineBye
So or write ns before bayingt used for military purposes., Rumon
Vo Smarting
Just
Oomfor. M eetita at
pruirdste or mall. Write for Free Bye Book.
ara current that" Dr. John Loudon,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
lMUUa CIS JRB3UU)X CO., CHICAGO
minister of foreign affairs, will resign.
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DEVELOPING

Platte River Cattle
I

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Are Economizing
WITH UNCLE SAM
On Dressmaking

PLAY GAME FAIR

We Do Not Know
What War Means
Declares are revelling In luxury, and call It war
economy.
We think we are laving,
Even Neutral Countries Feel
yet I have seen more food wasted In
the two weeks since I landed In New
It More Than We.
(n

War

'Correspondent

MUST MAKE EVERY SACRIFICE

To Win This War the American People Must Awaken to Full Realiza
tlon of All It Means and All
It Demand
Chicago.

"We do not know

that

we

are nt war. Five thousand miles away
our troops are moving Into battle. In
a million American homes, the casualty
lists are watched with anxious eyes.
Tears nnd anguish and heartbreaks are
the price we must pay to write a headline of Victory," declared Oswald F.
Sehuette, for three years war correspondent of the Chicago News with the
armies of the Central powers, in an address before the Press club of Chicago.
"A year ago we unfurled the battle
flags of tho republic. We pledged ourselves to the greatest sacrifice this
greatest of world wars might demand.
The American people are ready to
make

that

But so

sacrifice.

far

we do

not know over here what war really
Is. I have come out of three years In
that Inferno.
All Europe is aflame.
It knows It Is In the war. Even neutral countries such as Switzerland feel
It a hundredfold more than we. There
economy and conservation Is no longer
a master of preachment, of voluntary
sacrifice.
It Is a matter of enforced
necessity, of grim 'compulsion. They
are not saving food to feed someone
else. They are saving because they
have too little themselves. And In the
warring countries, there Is war In every
breath. War Is a tragic reality for
them. They do not need flags In the
streets to remind them of the war
and you see few flugs over there. War
portions out their menger rations. War
is their cook. War allots the comforts
of their dally life, and the proportions
are small. Luxuries are gone. War
stulks through their streets with the
soldiers In uniform. War's shadow Is
behind the mothers who pray In the
clmrches that their boys nioy be saved.
"We hardly know these things. We

York than
the three years of my
'
war experiences.
"1 do not say this as a complaint.
I say It as a warning. ( We must learn
quickly the great lessons of this war.
For every day we wait now will cost
us two later on. If we wait long
enough, they will cost us weeks. To
win this war, we must awaken to a
full realization of all It means and all
It demands. We must be In It, not one
million, strong, but one hundred millions strong. We must make economy
not a fad or a principle, but a sacrifice.
"Five weeks ago, I was in General
Pershing's headquarters In France, and
saw our soldiers march out to Unknown
destinies In the trenches. Proudly
they marched, knowing that they carried with them the hearts and the prayers of our great nation. Now It is up
to us to show them that we are behind
them. And we will do so.
"Don't be misled by any false tale
that our enemy Is collapsing, that Germany Is on the verge of revolution,
that her army Is ready to mutiny, that
her people are starving. We have believed too many such reports In the
year that has past. Germany is not

starving. She has been mighty .hungry for three years. But Germuny
'
knows that she Is in the war.
One Egg In Three Weeks.
"Shortly after the break of diplomatic relations a year ago, when I
was still in Berlin for the Dally News,
an American colleague, the Berlin representative of the Associated Press,
contracted pneumonia. It was a critical case. The physicians said they
could cure the pneumonia. But they
said the patient would never recover.
The Berlin food rations, they said,
would not permit that. Fatlents such
as he, they say, invariably died. That
was the penalty of war. For it takes
eggs and butter and milk and other
unknown 'luxuries to bring a man back
from the grave. At that time, the Berlin egg ration was about one every
three weeks. Every three weeks, by
the calendar, a coupon on the egg card
would be validated to entitle the holder to purchase one egg from the grocer
with whom his name had been registered. Often the groceries did not have
eggs enough to fill even this scanty order. But we sent out an appeal to
every available American to help. We
mobilized every egg In the American
colony In Berlin. We gathered all the
butter we could find. We asked no
qjiestlons when there seemed some
doubt as to the strictness with which
the "one egg every three weeks" regulation had been obeyed. But this patient had three delicious omelettes a
day for three weeks. No one else In
all the Central powers, not the kaiser
nor nindenburg, had reveled in any
such luxury of eggs in three years of
war. But It saved his life. It was
the mobilization of the eggs, not the
physicians, that did It."

Woman Wins Rank of Chief Yoemah

.

Attains Highest Grade in Navy
Open to One of Her
Sex.

HAS

DONE

EFFICIENT

WORK

Had an Important Part In Building Up
Armed Guards' Organization
Now Keeps Records of
This Service.,- -

Washington.
The encounters of
American merchant vessels with German submarines constitute one of the
most thrilling chnpters of the war.
When the president ordered our merchantmen armed for protection against
undersea attack the navy was called
upon to furnish hundreds of guns and
thousands of trained gunners to man
them. To perfornf this task a new
branch of the service was organized
the "armed guards." Even before this
country declared war they were on active duty, and the first man of the
navy to lose his life In service, against
the enemy was a member of the armed
guards, John I. Eopoluccl, lost in the
sinking of the Aztec April 1, 1017.
One of the most efficient aids of
Commander Farley In building up the
armed guards organization was a
young woman, Miss Helen E. Brooks,
now confidential secretary to Lieutenant Commander Hall, who succeeded
Commander Farley.
Shares In Big Events.
Miss Brooks has had a share in
many of the most Interesting Incidents
of the war. It was to her desk that
I
the news came of the sinking of the
Aztec and the Vacuum. She received
the account of the sinking of the first
Germnn submarine by the Silver
Shell ; Of the long bnttle of the Morenl,
until
which fought an enemy
almost the entire ship was In flames ;
fight of the J. L.
of the four-hou- r
Luckenbnch which, though hit many
times, refused to surrender. She made
out the lists of the first men taken
prisoner by Germany, members of the
Campana.
armed guard of the
She has transcribed many letters of
of men for heroic
commendation
deeds, and many messages transmitt,
ting to relatives the sad news that a
The chief executive of Arizona, son, husband or brother has been
Gov. George W. P. Hunt knits for the killed or wounded.
The names, ratings and addresses of
soldiers of his state during his leisure time. The governor Is very "profi- next of kin of all the members of the
cient with the needles and already has armed guards are kept on cards. In a
turned over several sweaters and other separate envelope for each vessel.
The records of all those who lose
comforts for the use of jthe state's
drafted men. Recently, while en route their lives In the service of their counto Washington for a conference with try are kept In a special division.
These constitute the navy's "roll of
President Wilson, he knitted a
honor."
Those who have been com
scarf for a boy In khaki.
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MARINES FORM THEIR FAMOUS SLOGAN
umiMniir"

ft

preserve Interesting and authentic
terial for history.

ma-

Won Rapid Promotion.

Enlisting

In

the naval reserve

In

April, 1917, as a yeoman, third class,
Miss Brooks has already risen to the
highest rank open to women In the
navy, that of chief yeoman. As secre-tr.r- y
to Lieutenant Commander Hall
she superintends the work of two yeoman stenographers and a mall clerk,
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Chief Yeoman Brooks.

all three of them men.' Like all the
other women yeomen, she Is regularly
enlisted In the navy enlisted for the
terra of the war. At first they were
commonly termed "yeowomen" and
"yeomnnettes,"
but these nicknames
are frowned upon by naval officials,
whose attitude has been well expressed by Rear Admiral McGowan,
paymaster general of the navy : "They
must not be called 'yeowomen' or
yeomanettes.' These women are as
much a part of the navy as the men
who have enlisted. They do the same
work and receive the same pay as men
of the same rating. They are yeomen,
and have done yeoman service In the
Immensely Increased 'work Imposed
upon' the navy by the war."
IGNORES

DAYLIGHT

SAVING

Maine Miller Probably Only Man In
Country
Not Affected by
Change.
,

Kennebunkport, Me. James D. Perkins, proprietor of a tidewater mill, Is
probably the only man In this country
whose hours of labor were not affected
by the new daylight saving plan.
. The
mill, located on the Meusam
river, is operated by the tide. When
It Is full, Mr. Perkins closes gates
and confines the water to a reservoir.
As the tide ebbs he opens the gates
to allow the water to escape Into a
sluiceway.
.,
As the tide is about an hour later
each day, Mr. Perkins cares nothing
for clocks or the suh, or any other
daylight saving plans. He Is following the tide schedule, as he has for
many years.
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Third. Liberty Bond

or Two.

SECURITY

IS BEST III WORLD

Don't Walt for Somebody Else to Take
Your Share of the Greatest Investment Open to' a

Patriot
By IRVIN 8. COBB.
Speaking of patriotism and our duty
to our country and those. are the
things of which most of us are speuk-Inthese days why not buy a Third
Liberty bond or two?
.It ever a thing was well named the
Liberty bond Is. It stands for libertyfor liberty not only for our own
people but for all the peoples of the
world liberty from despotism, from
Imperialism,
from militarism, and,
most of all, liberty from Prussianlsm,
which, summed up, is the other three
Isms rolled Into one.
And, likewise, It Is a bond a bond
of faith, a bond of honor, a bond of re:
liability, a bond of security, backed
up by the government of the United
States of America, Its assets, its good
name, its credits, Its power, and Its
possessions of whatsoever nature.
Flag la Worth Defending.
This generation Is Just now engaging upon the tasks of preserving and
g

perpetuating what our forefathers
earned for us. If the heritage they
handed down to us was worth' taking,
It is worth keeping; If the flag they
fought under Is worth living under, It
Is worth defending ; If the government
they established is a government that
should endure, If Its securities are
staple and stable, It Is our duty to Invest In these securities, to prove the
value of our own citizenship to ourselves by the confidence and the trust
we show in our own institutions. The
Liberty bond Issue gives us that chance
without entailing the slightest risk
upon our part.
When we buy Liberty bonds we are
helping our country, helping as righteous a cause as ever sent a nation to
battle, and at the same time we are
safeguarding our savings and earning
a decent rute of Interest on our money.
We can't lose; we are bound to win.
Thieves may break in and moths may
corrupt, but a Liberty bond is as solid
as Plymouth rock and as honest ns the
If It
Declaration of Independence.
goes down, our government goes down
with it, and then your money wouldn't
do you any good anyway. If you had
kept It Btored up It would be confiscated by a gentleman In a spiked helmet .'with spiked mustaches and a
spiked way of saying "Verboten" to
practically everything you wanted to
do.

.J

.

.1

mended for heroic deeds also have a
Bpeclal place and there are hundreds
of them alreody, though we have been
at war less than a year. The department seeks to secure and keep on file
photographs of all the men of the
navy, killed In service against the enemy, and those specially commended.
Miss Brooks has had a hand In building up these measures to perpetuate
the memory of the navy's heroes nnd

Show Patriotism by Investing in

Backing la the Best.
As long as the Stars and Stripes
float the Liberty bond will be aloft too.
The "Liberty bond Is guaranteed by
every Inch of our soil, by every shred
of our traditions, Its promise to pay Is
predicated on every ship that flies our
flag, on every pennyweight of railroad
Iron In our land, on every peppercorn
In our granaries, on every dollnr of
our circulation, on every rod of navigable river, on every furlong of highway, on every gill of water in every
American harbor, on every pebble in
the Bocky mountains, on every blade
of growing grain, on everything that
we, as a people, own nnd ever have
owned and ever shall own. And, while
we are on the subject, I might add that
It h predicated on something more besides. It Is predicated on Bunker Hill ;
on Independence hall; on the little
apple tree at Appomattox ; on the cornerstone of. a building at Washington,
D. C, called the national capítol. A
man who wouldn't be satisfied with

that collateral wouldn't risk a pewter
dime for the hope of eternal salvation.
Don't wait for somebody else to take
your share of the best Investment that
Is open to a patriot. Our great Revo-

lutionary granddaddles weren't that
sort. Their motto wasn't, "Let George
do It." They helped George do It I
Don't sell Uncle Sam short. Don't
be a bear on the Old Glory market..
Don't make your own country ashamed
of you.
Buy a Liberty bond
1

Home Defense League.
"My wife Is the limit," groaned the
American businessman, who was dining with a French visitor to this country. "Since the war began it's Just
one meeting after another night and
day. Tell me, does your wife go In
much for club work?"
"No, ze club nevalre," replied his
truest. "One time tree time she have
slap me and pull te hair, but, mon
The GarDieul ze
goyle.
club-neva-

lre."

Powderleis Gun Deadly.
An American inventive genius has
Invented a powderless gun which may
revolutionize land attacks. The gun,
which might be taken for a large

grindstone at a short distance, Is revolved at great speed by an electric
motor, and Is capable of firing hundreds of shots a minute. The bullets
are carried In small cups, which hold
them UHtll the gun reaches the proper
position for their discharge by cenA Wisconsin inventor has patented trifugal force.. The weapon Is accurate at five miles, is cheap to operTills remarkable photograph shows the words' of their winning slogan skis with pivoted footpleces that send
ate and is noiseless.
over
snow
along
wearer
a
minseven
or
ice
took
as
(1 by 8(XMnurines In training for the battlefields.
Just
It
..i h!.
utes from the time the word of command was uttered until every man was in he presses bis toes nown against the
;
runners.'
;ilce. forming the slogan "First to Fight" in living letters.
.

A man who likes sta-

tistics has given out a statement that
more, spools of thread have been sold
since America went into war than
ever before in its history.
This Is taken to Indicate that there
Is an Important revival of home dressmaking. It Is difficult to prove this
condition of affairs, a prominent fash-Io- n
correspondent writes,' but the
spools of thread are good enough evidence that the women on this continent are employing seamstresses to
make new gowns for them or to alter
old ones. And they are also doing
their own sewing.
On the other hand, the shops insist
garthat the sale of
ments has been immensely stimulated
by the war. Women who are giving
their time to war relief work are willing and anxious to get costumes with
the least possible expenditure of vitality to themselves, and this can be
r
achieved through the
departments.
Those who keep shops also claim
that women of small means are buying better materials and paying more
for their clothes than they have ever
done in the history of American commerce In apparel.
Those who think out the situation
say that this Is due to the employment
of thousands of women In new ways.
Instead of these women purchasing
cheap, tawdry things, they add $10 or
$15 to the price of a costume and
buy a gown that gives steady service.
America Has Done Her Part
The one outstanding episode In the
interesting and important movement
of spring clothes, is the Immense
stride in designing that America has
taken.
All that has gone before was experimental, but this spring the clothes
are good. They make no pretention
of changing the silhouette as laid
down by the Paris designers ; the only
drastic revolution In silhouette, which
has been attempted by this country,
took pluce last summer, when the nar- -

street. The American tailoring is the
best in the world, and the American
designer contrives to get the best effect out of tailored material, whether
he is making a frock or a coat suit
France does not care for such
clothes, ber women wear them only
under protest, and there is always a
sash, or a piece of embroidery, or an
unusual addition of lingerie, or a

ready-to-we-

ready-to-wea-

Bias tunic is a chosen drapery. It Is
shown in this gown by Premst of Paris,
gaberdine with deep
In biscuit-colorecollar of brown faille. It is soutached
with brown braid.
d

splash of something that
changes the mannish severity of the
American national costume Into something with coquetry that melts Into the
personality of the French women.
Seeing their opportunity nnd grasping It ns they huve never done before,
the American tailoring establishments
have worked wonders. They have kept
to the government's request for the
elimination of wool as far as possible,
and they have achieved costumes that
are eminently fitting and distinguished
on the American figure, and for the
personality of the American woman.
More power to them I
The New French Draperies.
The severity that America lays down
for us in the morning Is easily changed
Into a floating gracefulness as laid
down by France for the late afternoon
'
and evening.
It Is yet to be seen whether America
will go in extensively for afternoon
gowns, nccording to the French custom, but there U one tiling of which
we are quite certain ; if the American
woman likes an afternoon gown, she
will wear it through the evening, unless some formality of entertainment
demnnds a more ornamental frock.
France hits cut her silhouette as
slim as the American designer has cut
It for tailored costumes, but France
gives a note of the First Empire in the
seductive way In which she drapes this
Doeuillet of Paris builds a black narrow foundation with floating, transexsomething
gown
Into
satin evening
parent material.
traordinary by using tinkling strings
The trick is not confined to house
of Jet from shoulder to knees. The costumes ; it plays a good role in street
of
velvet
girdle
Egyptian
It
gowns also, in a modified and demure
bizarre

row skirt which pulled upward from
the knees to the back and finished with
a bustle effect at the end of the spine,
was thrown Into the arena of clothes.
It not only won out, although it was
the work of one designer, but it coin
cides entirely with the clothes that
Paris sent over last month.
This season the two countries go
hand In hand. The silhouette is the
same narrow, with floating draperies.
Take that one condition as the founda
tion stone and then build as you
please Is the slogen given to every
woman.
American Designs Preferred.
One Is Immensely proud of American clothes this spring. Our designers
have had the courage to show them In
connection with the French gowns, and
It is easily proved that In several important houses the American woman
chooses her entire spring wardrobe
from American designs, rather than
French ones.
One of the reasons for this is that
Paris has not laid unusunl stress upon
the tailored costume, and the AmeriShe
can woman had reverted to
wants to appear In a simple but distinguished costume when she Is in the

it

manner. A tunic of Georgette crepe,
for example, will be dropped over a
slim undersllp of silk or satin, and the
sleeves will float away from the arms
and come back suddenly to the wrists,
where they are tightly caught In. But
this gown will not be accepted by the
American woman for the street
There Is a strong note of economy
struck in these, new French clothes,
which Is heard by the woman who is
hiring a seamstress to build up her
spring wardrobe at home, it shows
the way to alter old gowns Into new
ones. The majority of women own
evening frocks that have good foundations, the skirts a trifle too full, It is
true, but otherwise ready to serve as
the beginning of a new frock. The alteration In the skirt Is a simple one. It
consists of straightening out all the
seams, so that there is no flare from
the hips down.
(Copyright, 1918, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

Drapery seems to be the order of the
latest spring fashions.
Smart military frocks are very much
children.
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Buy a Liberty Bond
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'Miss. Lillian GmNKit, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. ST., every Sunday even- -

:'.'.

In? at 7o'riock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

and LIVERY
This paper has enlisted
with the government in the
cause of America for the
period of the war

Dedication of the

Baptist Church

Preparations for the dedication
of the Baptist Church in Roy are
being made and the building will
be complete and ready for the
e vent.
The first service will be
11
M. and the Roy Union
A.
at
Sunday School wiil close early so
that all may be present on time:
and take part m the service.
In
the evening the Baccalaureate
Sermon for the graduating classes
of the Roy Public Schools will be
delivered by Rev, Ileaton who
will I e here in time for this

Abenheimer-Floershei-

'

ÁL.

New Mex.

t?

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m r.nd 7:30 p ni.

Uncle Sam needs Money as well
as Men. Dollars dont die, they
come back with interest.

"rd Sunday
Church

at Roy Christian
a m and 7:30 p m
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills

.

See The New
Jeweler, Watchma-

ker, Gem Cutter,

FOR SALE;- - A SPAN OF
MULES
Enquire of
Elmer Neal, Roy N. M.

Avery Tractor

FOR SALE
SHOP,
At a Bargain! Terms to
ROY, N. M.
Suit Purchaser,
Fine Repairing sncl AdjustA Car Load of
ments,
Dealer in Precious
Stones and Jewelry.

Mr

F. A. SARGENT.

Boy a Bond!
RoyTrust & Savings Ear .1

fist Sunday at

es-C-

'

r

held at Wagon Mound and Mills April
23, 1918, to fill the position of motoi
We
these
horrors?"
from
rural carrier at Mills and vacancies
world
the
that may later occur on motor rurul
pass William. When did you do it?
routes from post offices in the
county. The salary on moranges
from $1,500 to $1800
Veeder
routes
E.
tor
The claims of Elmer
ill bt
annum. The examination
per
-candidacy
for
Vegas, for
of
nnpn onlv to male citizens who are
Governor on the Democratic actually domiciled in the territory supa post office in the
Ticket, are being generally rec- plied with mail by meet
the other
who
county
and
ognized by the press and the
forth in Forms 2121
democrats of the state generally. and 1977. Form 2121 may be seen
county
We are not opposed to his ca- posted at any postoffice in istheheld, and
which the examination
for
ndidal, neither are we so enam Form 1977 and application blanks may
oured of. it that we could not be obtained from the offices at which
where the exrecognize other proper claims. the vacancy exists and
is to be held, or from the
amination
It Iboka like the candidate, who United States Civil Service Commis-'sio- n
at Washington, D. C. The
ever he be, would not have a
to this position will be requiif
Goverwalk-awa- y
for election
to furnish, maintain, and operate
red
nor Lindsey happens to be his a modern motor vehicle with a carry- opponent and plays the game ing capacity of not less than sou 10s
capacity of not less than
shrewdly. Lindsey will ge', some1 and a cubicApplicants
must file with
80 feet.
votes on his personal merits if their applications' a statement of the
I
he continues as he has been doing eouipment they will be able to pro-Ap-- I
appointment.
of
event
in
the
vide
its right to recognize his merits. plications should be forwarded to the
Commission at Washington, D. C, at

to preserve

above-mention-

Us

re-R-

S C White Leghorn Eggs frem
thorobred stock,
$1.00 for 15

-

El Dorado Hotel

Under new Management
Charles Chanman..Rronrifiri?-

E. Las Vegas, NJM
Steam Heated,
Free Baths
Hot and Cold Water.- in Roorn3
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from
in the
Main Business Distract
-

the-Depo-

FOR SALE- :- 40 Aerea of
animproved. !andi mile from the
Roy P. 0.,
Priced for cLuick
3ale. Ask the S-I can loan you moiiey on you)
final receipt as easy, as- - on, yot r

patent or warranty deed anc
your mortgage neiid not bear bu
Conae-i6 percent interest
aiw.
let us talk to you about youa
loan.

81 acre s of land, plowed
and all ready for a summer
cr"T fenced and has
ho se, right m town.
Miss Inez Cfcte, Solano, N M.
m

and. In-

surance Agency. Office at residence north, end Chicosa St,
Roy. N. M.

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
Filings,
Pi oofs aod all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

Prompt Attention
Office

i

TO REST

s

this the right place..

J. E. Wildman,. Loan

at Solano, New Nexico.

til ilTft,-- i - t11 you
rijuwixsu:have any plowing you want done
this spring, Call at the Varietj
Machine Works.

'Mf
ijuaium
riTTOfP

Erarlley,

11 A.M.
7 P.M.

I.!o3rUen,
Sundays at Liberty,

:id & 4th

U.

"I -

sTÍ

-

j-- L

'

-

J

I-

First
Service

IJSiJ

Key".

.

-

11

A.M.

So! ann, 3, p. M.
MATTHKVV. Pp., tor,

ik

the earliest practicable date.
FOR SALE;-16- 0
acres in Kan
During the continuance of the pres- - sas Valley
bottom.
Will sell t
th Commission will, in ac
..t
poet
highest
the
of
request
bidder.
Want
the
quick re
with
cordance
office department, admit women to ru- suits. Write,".
,
ral carrier examination upon the same
Vincent 1. Bushfcevitz.
conditions as men.
.
,
Lemot, 111.
By direction of .the Commission.

-

.

ROY
Service
2d Sunday of each
enmth at l!La. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month' at.
11x00 a. ras.and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning servies;

but I 'find
to the world today,

other men feeli aboui

not know how
IDO hard,
with all that

in each "month.
A. M., 7.30, P.- HI.
W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

11

CHR.ISTIA.-V-

ANY MAN TO ANY MAN
By GERALD' STANLEY LEE

Land-Seekex-

11 A. M.
M

Bradley, 7.00 P.

RoyJOl.

The cold winter, weathet ef
last week has given way fc ti&e
mild and springlike weather of
this week and we have already
forgotten the discomforts- of
winter in springtime,

Will find

Mosqjnro,

BAPTIST."

Baum Bro's.

Tourists and

Pastor

SKU VICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

(I

Mrs. J. H RI1YNE,

a rn and 7:30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

'3d Sunday.

FARM MACHINERY

This is your opportunity to get
that long delayed repair work.

11

11

m

I not done

Felix Vaciion,

Methodist Episcopal Church

J

very-popula-

'What have

gSSZ

Priest in charge

At once several good
Many friends of Milton Floor-shei- WANTE
here received swell en- men for trench, concrete and
graved .cards this week announc- rough carpentering on reservoir
ing his marriage at Denver, Sun- work. Good pay to competent
day to Miss Fanny Abenheimer, persons. Communicate with
J.R. Trimmer.
danghter of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Abenheimer, of 816 K. Colfax Farmers Development Company,
Miami (near Springer)
Avenue.
New Mexico.
Supplimentary can s announce
they
Roy
will
be
that
at home in
Mte? June 1st.
Improved Farm For Sale
The many friends of Mr. Floer
rsheim have been anticipating Best Improved Farm, 1 mile
this wedding for some time and east of .Roy 320 acres good House
the lady is no doubt the wonder Barn, Well, Windmill, 2 large
ful girl "Mi:key " ha told us of stock Tanks, good cistern, celler
r
Anyway the groom is a
undef House, all fenced into
any
young man and
several fields, 125 acres Plowed
rightminded girl would consider and Harrowed, now ready to
him a prize,
plant, Large yield Corn and
He is a son of S. Floersheim, Beans rased on this farm last
President of the Floersheim year, Health not good enough tc
Mercantile Co, of Roy and Spring carry on the work, call or add: .
er and one of the efficient corps
E. Anden 0
Roy N. M.
of salesmen in the Rcystcre.
A new house has been built for
them in the "Company Row" on
MOTOK RUKAL CARRIER
South Chicosa street where they
EXAMINATION
will reside on their return from
The United State3 Civil Service Com
the bridal tour.
mission has announced an examination
for the County of Mora.N. M., t be
. .
-

fP&.

--

F. S. BROWN, Proprietor

ROY,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
Jtto Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

mmmt
1.
fey

At Reasonable Rates.

Lfend your $$$
iod save Oar Bo?vS:

event.
"The new church 3 a source of
civic pride to all and people of
Roy and the Baptist people, are
to be commended for the enterprise and determination which
hes encompassed so great a .task
as the building of so fine a
building. All are urged to attend
the dedicatory ceremonies.
All are invited to bring their
dinneer in baskets and remain
for
afternoon and evening
services.

Cars Housed and Cared for

Rcpa.ir Work

P S. C Et

Myra O. BEÍÜKE3, President

it,

to look a small boy. in. the- fate:
When a small boy look trustingly up to me and'
II see his world
the world he-- thinks he is oki& to
have, in his eyes I am afraid
TV,
lL-- U U ouoc ffW. wfirl'rk hi think'. hffeoing to have cuts m to thcquicL
I have always fdt. I had, an unfefstc5ndngwiíh a,
I
small boy before
that'
1
But the last fou? years, when he Itooks at nw-p. old way andMhinkof his world the one I see in his
i : eyesthe one I. had myself the one every small boy
f; has a right to, I see suddenly kistead the one that is.
being left over for him by me, by all of us, the one he Willi
have to try to put up witbv, have to Kve in, hava to. be- - a
it man in, when yoi and I have stopped trying.
Then when I face the mall boy I want to go. off:
in a wide high place alone and think and ask God; I
want to go down into- the city and fight fight with my.
money and with my hope, go over the tap with my
religion and then come back and face the small bey.
There are days during this struggle when my soul
is spent and eJt the world seems made of iron and glass,
and all these crowds oí people flocking, through
who do not seem to care.
It seems as if 1 would not turn over rwy head1 to save
It does noi matter about
a world to live in myself.
me and some days the people! see go by almost
make me think it does not matter aboui thera
Then suddenly I go by troops of school children at
four o'clock pouring out into the streets, . . . pouring
like fire, pouring like sunshine out iiato the streets 1
It is as the roll of drums for the Liberty Loan!
I want to ring great church bells to call people to
the Red Cross 1
My rule for a man's finding out just how much he
should subscribe to the Red Cross is this:
Put down your name and address on the blank
and leave the amount open to think. Then try going
past a schoolhouse about four o'clock when the children
,
are pouring out
Or in the evening when the house is quiet put
down your name and the best figure you dare on th

PLEASANT

-

VIEW

First Sanday each Month at

3..

pirn..

MILLS
3rd: Sunday

-

at

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

O. W.

Hearn, Pastor;

LODSE DIRECTORY'

1.

Ü. U.

t.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 43,
Meets at its own Hall!
Every Wednesday '
.

Evaning
;

Visiting Brothers always.

vtxw.
Chasca.. Peajei;,

J. E. Wildman,

N.

G.

Sec'y.

-

the-street-

s

...

...

white paper.
.
Then go upstairs a minute and look in the crib.
Then look at your blank when you com tfowrj
' once more.
,

Rebekah Degree
IIARMONY LODGE No, 24
Meets 1st. and 3rdL. Friday
Evening each month
LCX O. F. Hil
' Miss
Lillian Gwxer. N. G.
Mrs.Grac V. Ogdea Secy.

Visitinc Sisters welcome

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have- - a
PUBLIC SALE. US!
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats -

Col. F.O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N. "
You can have SALE BILLS
printéd and maté iates at the
n
Office, Roy. '
NewMexieo,
Spanish-America-

The world ia growing: twtter! The
recent visit of Republican National
Chairman, Will H. Hayas, te Albuquerque, proves It.
Here is how the New Mexican, editorially presents the facts
"Our politics must be on a plane and
of a character that reeds no subter- fuge.
"It is the duty of the committee to
elect candidates, not select them."
"It is the duty of the party membership to look to the quality of the candidates. They must be men of the
highest ideal3.
"Political parties are not Instruments for individuals to use tpv their
own aggrandizement."
."There is just one rule for the management of political committees i that
is that the rights of the individuals
within the party to participation in
party management shall be equally
sacred and sacredly equal."
"There are no yesterday's in Republican politics."
Some of our local Old Guardster
friends probably jump to the conclusion the minute thsy read the foregoing that the New Mexican is quoting itself, or that Ely or IIaj;erman
or somebody has broken out vith a
political speech. Perhaps tho quotations have more of the earmarks of
some of the "stuff" Ely va3 speechi-- '
fying around during the last pre-covention campaign, ir.ucn to the itorror
of the G. 0. P. powers.
But Oh dear No nothing V:o that
the quotations are merely irora tho
ppeech at Albuquerque yesterday of
Will H. Hays, chairman of the national committee of the Republican party.
Among thoie present and drinking
in the political gospel from headquarters were such nacredly equal person-sage- s
ai II. O. Bursum, W. H. Gülcn-wate- r,
et cetera.
"No subterfuge highest ideals no
rights of individuals within the party???? !!! ?"
"NO YESTERDAYS IN REPUBLICAN POLITICS!"
Mr. Hays received an enthusiastic
reception.
Everybody wa3 for him and his po
litical message.
Hence of course, we may now expec
a radical, revolutionary, profound, ut
ter and completa upheaval, transforma
tion and change in the leadership an
methods of the Republican party i;
New( Mexico.

'
Great stuff, what?
And to think the Old Boys swallow
ing from their national chairman, wit
a look of pained but acquiescent astor
ishment, the same dose they have s
jeeringly repudiated from the loca
medical talent!
'

Get-ma-

k
Tommy Lo, '
you're right. You've only got to lool
at the blighter's face to see that.-Pass-ing
Show.

Second

love-a-doc-

m

for

Department of the Interior-U- .
S. Land Office at Clayton. N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Inicrior, U. S. Lane
Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
April 21, 1H1A
Not'co u hereby given that Thorm
M. Brown, of Milis, Mora County, N
M., who, on Sept. 23, 1911. imde Homestead entry No. 01.5-- j IVr Nj. Src. ;.0
Twp. 21 N., R. 25 E. , N. M.'p. Meridian, has filed notice of intention t
make lit.al three year pruof, to estab
lish claim to the land ab.ive deseilbed
S, Cominis
before F. H. Fcstjr,
sinner, at his office in Hoy, N. M., oi
on June 15, 1918.
Claimant name3 03 witnesses:
A. A. Hurford, Arthur Hurford, Oro
vt-Till. Ed Cheney, all of Mills, N. M
PAZ VALVERDE,

I.

tejiste

G- -l

4

Clayion, N. M., April 2?, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Jame:
L Smith, of Roy, Mura County, N. M
vho, on Jan. 2(, 1915, made Homcsteri
mtry No. OP'267, for L'J Sec. 29, Twp
19 N. R. 25 E , N. M. P. Meridian, h
t
fl!ed r.ctice of intention to maka fin:
ihree year preof to establish claim t
thj land above dtsribtd, lefore V. 1!
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his of
ice in Roy, N. M., on June lit, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. E Sansbury, J. H. Sansbury, .
. Bur!e3 n. C. V. Wiight.all
of Ko
N. M,

PAZ VALVERDE,

IiegU.'

61

5-- 4

April 20, 19 8.
nonce is nereDy given mat Amado
Ulibarri, of Wagon Mound, N. M.. vh .
on Sept. J, 1914, and Oct. 10. 1910. mad
homestead and additoual homestead eL- tries Nos. 021751 and 025H2I. for SEI
SEJ Sec. 25, Twp. 20, N, R. 21 E. am
Lot 4. Sec, .J0. Lots 1 and :'. Sec. 31
and WiSEí, SWJNEi. SENW, Sec
a., n. z.i t.. jn. m. Meri
:í. twp.
dian, has tiled notice of intention t(
make Three Year Proof, to eatablisl
claim to the land above described, be
fore Stanley
routz, U. h. Colllmi
sioner, Wagon Mound, N. M., on Jun

Notice is hereby given that Victor Con
zales of Solano N. M. who on Mar. 25
Entry No.
1912 made Homestead
Sec 21
014197 for
20, Twp, 18N.
Rng. 20H NMl'M. has filed notice ol
prool
intention to make final
in the munner required of homestead entiymen to establish claim to
before 7, 1918.
the land above described,
Claimant names as witnesses:
F.H.Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
Marciliano Ulibarri. of Wation Mount
M.
May
on
15,191,
Office Roy.N.
N. M. Ignncio VaMe.z, of Wagon Mount
ft. 111., .lulian Gallegos, of Wago
claimant names as witnesses:
Sj-N-

'

rUe-yt--

i.

.

H

M Wc-

J

-t

Pedio Narbaiz
All of Roy

Severino Lopez

PJLaumbach

Mound. Mound, N. M., Ezoquiel Galb
Wegon Mound, N. JW.

'os of

Francisco Delgado,

N f4ex

'

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

5--

7

Register.

5-- 4

NOTICE

There ia no stronger foundation for a career of truly efficient
service than a broad, liberal college education. '
.

There is to better time than
now to begin th3 education.

No matter what your circumstances, no matter what the demand upon your time, yo:i can, if you WILL, secure á thorough college education at your home state university. ,

1,

June, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cha's W McNeill
Claimant names as witnesses: HenBenj. F. Brown
,
Robert F Meore ry Reed, A. S. Hoskins, W. F.
Maria Trujillo
M
Roy,
N.
of
N.
all
Coldiron,
F.
New
Mexico.
All of Mosquero,
4
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Cold-iron-

5--

June 15
Abandon Your
Plan For An Idle
Summer

j

'

Change of environment and occupation make
the true vaoation. Spend THIS summer in preparing yourself for a better, bigger future.
Arrange to begin your college education now.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Porifirio Duran, Maximiliano Gra
ham, Antonio Rodriquez, Doroteo Torrea, all of Wagon Mound, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Write today for this information.

U. S. Land
Mexico

'

t

Address

IJniversify of New Mexico
AJbuquerque, N. M,
!

4,

ISOLATED TRACT
'
Public Land Sale

.

Mound, N. M.'

FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
March 21,' 1918
Notice is hereby given that John R.
N'upen of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
in February 24, 1915. made II. K. No.
019414, for NWVi NW'4, Sec. 10, WH-SW'i SW'i NWU Sec. 3. Two. 20N,
Rng. 27E., N. M. P. M., has fded notice of, intention to make Three Year
Proof te establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster.
U. S. Commissioner,
at his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 15th day of May,

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land"
Office

.

; Gilstrap Bi o's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.'

K

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

In

the
--

q

What does It mean to you to know
thafyonr America Red Cross:
Is supporting 30,000 French children.
Sends supplies to 3,423 French mili-

tary hospitals.

Provides

2,000 French hospitals wltj
surgical dressings.
Is operating 30 canteens at the front
line. t
Is operating six other canteens at
French railway Junctions, servia
1W acres fence- d- 90 acres in
30,000
soldiers a day.
wheat, 4 miles northwest of Roy Operates French
a movable hospital In four
good
stone house, cellar
units accommodating 1,000 men.
Is operating; a children's refuge In ona
and cave and stable,
part of the war zone, and In another
$8.00 per acr- e- Terms to suit.
a meillcnl center and traveling dispensary, both capable of accommo
Reason for selling-- must leave on
dating more than 2,000 children.
accout of my wife's health.

320 Acre Farm
For Sale

ANTÓNI KWIECIEN.
3 HOGS

for sale. 14 miles East

of Roy.

frontier.

Wm NOFFKE,

Route A,

FOR SALE

Interest in the ROY
Co.-P- art
or All.

TAIL-ORIN- G

Must be a good
Tailor. Address inquiries to
The Spanish-Americaall-arou-

n.

Cheap Lands for

SALE

Why not Buy a Home NOW
The war is on it is true but.
when it is over; all land will sel
high. We raise good crops ol

-

wheat, Corn, Beans, Milo. Sor
ghums,
all Garden Vegetables.

have all kinds

-4

5--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

and

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

Dr. M. D. Gibbs Prop.

ROY,

N. .Mex.

E, Bv Laughter,
.

.:

.

Has opened a long chnln of warehouses stocked with hospital supplies, food, soldiers' comforts, tobacco, blankets, etc., all the way
from the seuboard to the Swigj

Has wurehouse capacity for 100,000
tons.
Has 400 motor cars nnd operates seven
carajips, makinc nil repairs.
Has shipped W freight car loads of
assorted supplies to Italy frota
France within two weeks after .It
begun operating In the former country.
Had a buttery of motor ambulances
'at the I'iave front four days after
the United States .declared war on-!
twt ria.
Started a hundred different activities'
In Italy at the time that nation was'
Injts most crlticnl condition.
Has established live hosplinls In Rng--'
land and operates a workshop for'
hospital supplies employing 2,000 '
women.
And that 120.000 cases of supplies
have been received at the Paris'
headquarters of the American Red'
Cross from your various chapters'
scattered throughout the United
.
!

States.

.

does all tlils mean to youíf
And 1 have told you but a fraction of j
1918.
the work your Red CrosR lias done'
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
of.
and Is doing. It means that without;
D.
the
K.rby.
Orrin
I
P. Moore, C. C.
Any picrsons claiming adversely
of land for this ceaseless, heroic work of the
N'ugen and B. F. Emerson, all of Roy,
land are advised tc
d
American Red Cross, we could never!
SALE!
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
. !
file their claims or objections, on ot
win this war.
Do
you
improved
want
a
well
Register. before the time - designated for sale.
Without your Red Cross thousands!
'
farm?
5I have it!
in Rumania would have starved to
Register
Paz Valverde
death.
Do you want a large or small
Without your Red Cross Italy would '
farm, with some improvements?
nejer have realized that powerful aup--'
po'rt of the United States In the hour i
I have it,
of need.
Without your Red Cross thousands
Do you want unimproved farm
The Roy Drug Store
French soldiers now gallantly fightland, Ranch land, . or Town lots of
ing for yon at the front would hsv
or a Store building in the best died of wounds, exposure and lack of
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
food.
part of New Mexico?
Patent Medicines
Rnt now we must II redouble our
Come
I will Show You. efforts and sacrifices for our Red Cm
Perodicals 'and Stationery
Come early and get your pick Hecausf a million mothers' sons are
going to carry the stars and stripe
and choice.
.
46 the greatest victory (3ml hns ever
'
f
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
given to men fighting for honor and
llherty.
.
With the help of your Red Crs
' Real
your boy will win.
Estate Agent,
6

.

,

.

Solano,' Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines con
and intermediate points,
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
Roy
nected.

Part

War far Democracy.'

i

above-describe-

Roy Telephone Co.

It Is Playing 3 Big

MAPS.

Clayton New Mex.

,

Department of the Interior '
U S Land Office at Clayton N M
Apr. 5, 1918
"C" 3 - 2, 1918
Notice is hereby given that as direct
ed bv the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455, K S pursuant to the application
of Hiram D Upton of Solano. N. M.
Serial No, 024339we will offer at pnb
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than 1, 76 per acre at 10 o'clock
M on the llth.day of June 19IPr next.
at this office, the following tract ot
land; NIJ-- W S 16 T IS N R 2íE N
'
M P M
Thf sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there-

Records,

Prompt Attention
C.N. ROARK

.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

May, 1918.

Waon

U

A SCORE OF REASONS

FOR THE RED CROSS
Care of the Canary.
Don t forget to give the canary n
fresh bit oí green every now and then;
also that too much heuip seed makes
Mm Ui.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Rcrnardo Duran, Olmedo Sanchez,
April 9, 1918
Pidro Chavez, and Manuel Trujillo, all
3f Wagon Mound, N. M.
Notice 3 hereby given that Karl
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register Dtubala of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
on August 19, 1914, made Homestead
Entry No. 018293, for SEU; Sec. 23,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E'i NE4 Sec. 26, Twp 21N, Rng 26
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land of intention to make Final Three Year
Office at Santa Fe. New Mexico
Proof, to establish claim to the land
March 27, 1918
above described, before F. H. Foster,
Notice is hereby given that Porfirio U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Duran, of Wagon Mound, N. M., who Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of June,
'
1918.
,
m
and
made II E and
Add. H. E. No. 021518, 023672, for
Claimant names as witnesses: S.
NW!i, W!i SW'4, Sec. 20, and F. Davis, Harry II. Mayberry, J. M.
VA NE14 N
SEU. Sec. 30, Twp. Johnson and L. A. Brown, all of Roj,
JIN. Rng. 24E., N. M. P. M.. has New Mexico.
1'AZ VALY fcKDL,
ilcd notice of intention to make Three
Register
year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Stanley
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at WagNOTICE fOK PUBLICATION.
ón Mound, N. M., on the 16th day of
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan N. Macstas, Lonjino Durnn,
Antonio Rodriquez, Antonio J. Rodri

I

0s$t

DAVID R, BOYD, President

27, 1918

Billy Jones maybe your son or the
son of a neighbor was In the front
line trenches In France when the Gei
iiian bombing party was driven baclc.
His enthusiasm to get the Roches car
ried htni over tho top of the trench,1
and at tlie edre of No Man's Land a
Hun bullet got him.
A comrade
maybe your boy crawl.
ed out into No Man's Land and brought'
Lilly Jones back to the American
trenches.
Other comrades carried blm hnck
through the maze of trenches to a;
dressing station, where his wound was
cared for.
A medical
department, innliulance!
carried him on to the Held hospital.
Prom there Billy Jones wuj taken to
the baso hospital, and there a Itedl
Cross i'.irsc your Bed Cross nurse
Is tenderly, carefully, smilingly nursing
him back to health ngnln so that he
may not have to pay the extreme sae-- j
rilice that we that you and I and our
neighbors
may enjoy the blessings of
freedom.
'
There are half p million of thesa
boys of ours In Prance today and
more going "over there" every week,
They are there to wage tho supremo
conflict of the world with tho brutal
forces of autocracy that democracy,
pur heritage, may not perish.
fa'e want hose boys of ours (o coma
back to us, and It Is the Bed Cross men
and women our Bed Cross men ami
women who will bring thousands of
them back who would not otherwlso
come if our dollars will but keep them
there n nilDbler t'J ll:vje
our?
They are but doing for uswhat we
cannot do for ourselves.
,'

The Summer Term Begins

..

March

By
WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.

At Albuquerque

March 27, 1913
Notice is hereby jjivea that Pedre
A. Chave::, of Wtijon Mound, N. M..
vho, on
ir.d
made II. E.
v.
Add. En::ry
!.2!517, 023861
for N1;. r.K'::.. BVi XW14, Sec. 29.
3EV; SV'i.S;VU
Twp.
ha.'IN. R:ig 21E., N. LI. P.
iled notice of intention to make three
car proof, to establish claim to thfr
and above described, bofcr ift k.u-.leA. Toutz, U. S. Commissioner, at Vaf-Mound, N. M., on tho 14th day of
May, 1918.

Notice is hereby given that Alejan- iro. Duran, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
vho, on
and
made
lomestead and Add. H. E. Nos. 022115
md 022872, for S6 NW4, Sec. 20,
JVi NEH Sec. 19 and SEU SE',i,
iec. 18, WVi SW
Sec. 17, NW'4
.VWV4, Sec. 20, Twp 21N., Rng. 24E.,
M. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
sion to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Stanley A. Foutz, U.
3. Commissioner,
at Wagon Mound,
í. M., on the 15th day of May, 1918.

Billy Jones

NEW MEXICO STATE
UNIVERSITY

FOR PUBLICATION

Apartment of the Interior,
Cilice at Santa Fe, New

'
.

There is no better place to begin than in the

Department of the Interior, U. S. Line1
Oilier at Santa Ye, N?v Mexico

quez, all of

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOS PUBLICATION.
Department ef the Interior
Department of the Interior L S. Land
S. Land Ollicc at Clayton, N. M,
Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New
April 9, 1918
Mar. 2, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Lindt
Notice is hereby given that
Meffert,
formerly Linda Gambrel, o'
Alexander Singhiser of Mosquero N M. Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on De
H
No
E
1915
made
MaVch
22,
who on
cember 1, 1914 made H. E. No. 018939
Section,' 22 Town- for S'2 NE', and SEH Sec. 29, Twt
019645 for
ship WN Range 28E NMPMeridinnhas 20N, Rng 28E, N. M. P. M.. Has filet
filed notice of intention to make Final notice of intention to make Final Three
Three year proof to establish claim Year, Proof, to establish claim to tht
land above described, before F. H
to the land above described, before
F H Foster U S Commissioner at bis Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his of
office at Roy1, N. M., on May. 15th 1918 fice in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day o.'
NEJ-NW-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register

NOTICE FO PUBLICATION
department of the Interior U. S. Lan

-

M

Patriotic duty

w

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S Lam
(Jmce at Santa Fe, New- Mexico,

Mar. 21 1918

not
definitely and actively engaged in
t te nation's service, to prepare now
for efficient service to the átate and nation in the future;

See Ben Grunig.

sale-- -

ct every young man and Woman

It is the

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico
March. 27, 1918
Notice is hereby given' that Manuel
Valasqucz, of Wagon Mound,' N. M..
who on
and
made
Homestead and Add. Entries, Nos.
017587, 023986. for Mi SE',4, SW,4
SEH, SE',i SWVi, Sec. 19, and SVi
NE'Í NE Vt NE'4, SEVi NWÍ4, Sec.
19, Twp. 19N
Rng. 2l., N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
No Patronizing.
"What coal twin do you patronize?' claim to the land above described, be"I don't patronize any," replied Miss fore Stanley A. Foutz, U. S. CommisCayenne.
'If n coal nmn observed nnj sioner, at Wagon Mound, N.' M., on
oift'ns of a patronizing
attitude he tho 15th day of May, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
might take offense."
Francisco Herrera, Solomon Aragón
Andraes Martinez, Antonio Martinez
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
Good Red-Durhamilk-CoFRANCISCO DELGADO, Registei

.

NOTICE POR PUBLICATION.

Fingernail Statistics.
by a scientist
that In a lifetime of 70 yes ra a man
rows nnila which, If It Tren possible
to preserve them nncnt, would reach
tho length of 7 feet 0 Inches.

It has been estimated

sufll-cientl-

,

Stosstruppen.
First Tommy (after consulting
dictionary) Well, Bill, If he ain't
lyln' he's one of them shock troops according to this.

I
Í

Navil SupMnutey.
Sir Cyprian Brldgo hai said one of
the function! of a fleet la the defense
of commerce. There 1 no more In
portant function for a fleet than this,
writes John Hays Hammond, Jr., In
the Atlantic Monthly. A nation may
oe subjugated by direct Invasion, or It
may be Isolated from the world by
blockade.
If the blockade be
long, and effectively maintain
ed, It will ruin the nation as effectually jis direct invasion.
Thus, In the
maintenance of a nation's merchant
marine on tho high seas, its navy ex
erelses one of its most vital functions.
There can, therefore, be no naval su
premacy for a nation unless its com
merco Is assured of Immunity frouj
considerable losses through the attitrl
of its enemy.

Solano N. M.

What

THE.

The Real Man
By FRANCIS LYNDE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Lawrencevllle Bank and Trust .You
have captured Tucker JIbbey, and that
mean Tuckers father; and my fa
ther well, when It comea to the
worst my father always does what I
want him to. It's his one weakness."
For one little instant Smith felt the
solid ground slipping from beneath his
feet Here was a way out nd his
quick mentality was showing him that
it waa a perfectly feasible way. As
Verda Rlchlander's husband and
h
Rlchlander's
he could
fight Dunham and win. And the reward: once more he could take his
place in the small Lawrencevllle
world, and settle down to the life-o- f
conventional good report and ease
which he bad once thought the acme
of any reasonable man's aspirations.
g
moment a
But at the
word of Corona Baldwin's flashed into
bts brain and turned the scale: "It
did happen in your case . . . glv
Ing you a chance to grow and expand,
and to break with all the old tradl
tions . . . and the break left you
free to make of yourself what you
should choose."
It was the reincar
nated Smith who met the look In the
beautiful eyes and made answer.
"No," was the sober decision; and
then he gave his reasons. ."If I could
do what you propose, I shouldn't be
worth the powder It would take to
drive a bullet through me, Verda, for
now, you see, I know what love means.
You say I bave changed, and I have
changed: I can Imagine the past-and- gone J. Montague Jumping at the
chance you are offering. But the mill
will never grind with the water that
Is past : Til take what is coming to me,
and try to take it like a man. Good
night and good-by.- "
And he turned
his back upon the temptation and
went away.
Fifteen minutes later he was In his
office in the KInzle building, trying In
vain to get Colonel Baldwin on the
distance wire; trying also and also
In vain to forget the recent clash and
break with Verda RIchlander. He
was Jiggling the switch of the desk
phone for the twentieth time when a
nervous step echoed in the corridor
and the door opened to admit William
Starbuck. There was red wrath In
the mine owner's ordinarily cold eyes
when he flung himself into a chair and
eased the nausea of his soul in an out
burst of picturesque profanity.
"The Jig's up definitely up, John,"
he was saying, when his speech be
came lucid enough to be understood.
"We know now what Stanton's 'other
Jo-sla-

son-in-la-

(Copyright

CHAPTER

bt Chas. Scribaer's Sou)
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The

of

Fleth-Pot- a

Egypt

Coavlnced by Verda Rlchlander's
telephone message to the construction
:amp that tie stood In no Immediate
danger, Smith ipent the heel of the afternoon In the High Line offices, keeping In wire touch with Suitings, whom
he had sent on a secret mission to Red
Butte, and with Williams at the dam.
The High Lint enterprise was on the
knees of the gis la. If Williams could
g
pull through In time. If the
storms should hold off, if Stanton
should delay his final raid past the
critical hour end there was now good
reason to hope that all of these contingencies were probable the victory
was practically won.
Smith closed his desk at six o'clock
and went across to the hotel to dress
for dinner. The day of suspense was
practically at an end and disaster still
held aloof; was fairly outdistanced In
the race, as it seemed. Williams' final
report had been to the effect that the
concrete-pourin- g
was completed, and
the long strain was off. Smith went
k his rooms, and, as once before and
for a similar reason, he laid his dress
clothes out on the bed. He made sure
that he would be required to dine with
Verda RIchlander, and he was stripping his coat when he beard a tap at
the door and JIbbey came In.
"Glad rags, eh?" said the blase one,
with a glance at the array on the bed.
Tve Just run up to tell yon that you
needn't Ver da's dining with the
Stantons, and she wants me to keep
yon out of sight until afterward. By
and by, when she's
she
wants to see yon in the mezzanine.
Isn't there some quiet little joint
where we two can go for a bite? Too
know the town, and I don't."
Smith put his coat on, and together
they circled the square to Frascatl's,
taking a table in the main cafe.
While they were giving their dinner
order, Starbuck came In and Joined
them, and Smith was glad. For reasons which he could scarcely have defined, he was relieved not to have to
talk to JIbbey alone, and Starbuck
played third hand admirably, taking
kindly to the sham black sheep, and
filling him up, in quiet, straight-facehumor, with many and most marvelous talcs of the earlier frontier.
At the end of the meal, while JIbbey was still content to linger, listening
to Starbuck's refinancings, Smith excused himself and
returned to the hotel. lie had scarcely chosen his lounging chair in a
quiet corner of the mezzanine before
Miss RIchlander came to join him.
"It has been a long day, hasn't It?"
she began evenly. "You have been
busy with your dam, I suppose, but
I I have had nothing to do but to
think, and that Is something that I
don't often allow myself to do. Ton
have gone far since that night last
May when yon telephoned me that you
would come up to the house later--a- nd
then broke your promise, Montague."
"In a way, I suppose I have," be
admitted.
"You have, Indeed. You are a totally different man."
"In what way, particularly?"
"In every conceivable way. If one
could believe in transmigration, one
would say that you had changed souls
rough-ridin- g
with some old,
ancestor. Have your ambitious
changed, too?"
"I am not sure now that I had any
ambitions In that other life."
"Oh, yea, you had," she went on
smoothly.
"In the 'other life,' as you
call It you would have been quite
willing to marry a woman who could
assure yon a firm social standing and
money enough to put you on a footing
with other men of your capabilities.
You wouldn't be willing to do that
now, would you? leaving the sentiment out as you used to leave it out
then?"
"No, I hardly think I should."
Her laugh was musically low and
sweet, and only mildly derisive.
"You are thinking that It Is change
of environment wider horizons, and
all that which has changed you, Montague; but I know better. It Is a
woman, and, as you may remember, I
have met her twice." Then, with
a faint glow of spiteful fire In the
magnificent eyes : "How can you make
yourself believe that she is pretty?"
He shrugged one shoulder in token
of the utter uselessness of discussion
In that direction.
"Sentiment?" he queried. "I think
we needn't go into that, at this late
day, Verda. It is a field that neither
of us entered, or cared to enter, in
the days that are gone. If I say that
Corona Baldwin has quite unconsciously on her part I must ask you
taught me what love
to believe
Deans, that ought to be enough."
Again she waa laughing softly.
"You seem to have broadly forgotten the old proverb about a woman
corned. 'What have you to expect
from me after making such an admission as that?"
Smith pulled himself together and
atood the argument firmly upon Its
unquestionable footing.
us put all these Indirections
river-swellin-

foot-loos-

e,

d

.

open-mouthe- d

hard-hittin-

'

Jt

aside and be for the moment merely
a man and a woman, as God made us,
Verda," he said soberly. "You know,
and.1 know, that there was never any
question of love Involved in our relations past and gone. We might bave
married, but in that case neither of us
would have got or exacted anything more than the conventional deWe mustn't
cencies and amenities.
try to make believe at this late day.
You had no illusions about me when I
was Watrous Dunham's hired man;
you haven't any illusions about me
now."

"Perhaps not" was the calm rejoinder. "And yet today I have lied to
save you from those who are trying
to crush you." 1
"I told you not to do that" he rejoined quickly.
"I know you did ; and yet when you
went away this morning you knew
perfectly well that I was going to do
it if I should get the opportunity.
Didn't you, Montague?"
He nodded slowly; common honesty
demanded that much.
"Very well; you accepted the service, and I gave it freely. Mr. KInzle
believes now that you are another
Smith not the one who ran away
from Lawrencevllle last May. Tell
me : would the other woman have done
as much if the chance had fallen to
her?"
It was on the tip of his tongue to
say, "I hope not," but he did not say
it Instead, he said: "But you don't
really care, Verda ; In the way you are
trying to make me believe you do."
"Possibly not; possibly I am wholly
selfish In the matter and am only looking for some loophole of escape."
"Escape? From whom?"
She looked away and shook her
head. "From Watrous Dunham, let
us say. You didn't suspect that, did
you? It Is so, nevertheless. My father desires it ; and I suppose Watrous
Dunham would like to have my money
you know I have something in my
own right Perhaps this may help to
account for some other things for
your trouble, for one. You were In
his way, you see. But never mind
that: there are other matters to be
considered now. Though Mr. KInzle
has been put off the track, Mr. Stan
ton hasn't I have éarned Mr. Stanbecause I wouldn't tell
ton's
him about you, and this evening, at
table, he took it out on me."
"In what way?"
"He gave me to understand, very
plainly, that he had done something;
that there was a sensation In prospect
for all Brewster. He was so exult
antly triumphant that It fairly fright
ened me. The fact that he wasn't
afraid to show some part of his hand
to me knowing that I would be sure
to tell you makes me afraid that the
trap has already been set for you."
"In other words, you think he has
gone over Klnzte's head and has tele
graphed to Lawrencevllle?"
"Montague, I'm almost certain of
It!"
Smith stood up and put his hands
behind him.
"Which means that I have only a few
hours, at the longest,", he said quietly,
And then: "There IS a good bit to
be done, turning over the business of
the office, and all that: I've been put
ting It off from day to day, saying that
there would be time enough to set my
house in order after the trap had
been sprung. Now I am like the man
who puts off the making of his will
until it is too late. Will you let me
thank you very heartily and vanish?"
"What shall you dor she asked.
"Set my house in order, as I say- -as
well as I can in the time that remains. There are others te be con
sidered, you know."
"Oh; the plain-face- d
little ranch
girl among them, I suppose?"
"No; thank God, she is out of it
entirely in the way you mean," he
broke out fervently.
"You mean that you haven't spoken
to her yet?"
"Of course I haven't Do you suppose I would ask any woman to marry
me with the shadow of the penitentiary hanging over me?"
"But you are not really guilty."
"That doesn't make any difference:
Watrous Dunham will see to It that
I get what he has planned to give me."
She was tapping an Impatient tattoo on the carpet with one shapely
.

foot
"Why don't you turn this new leaf
of yours back and go home and fight
it out with Watrous Dunham, once
for all?" she suggested.
"I shall probably go, fast enough,
when Macauley or one of his deputies
gets here with the extradition papers,"
he returned. "But as to fighting
Dunham, without money "
She looked up quickly, and this time
there was no mistaking the meaning
of the glow In the magnificent brown
eyes.

"Your friends have money, Montagueplenty of It All you hart to
do la to say that you will defend yourself. I am not sure that Watrous
Dunham couldn't be made to take yon?
place in the prisoner's dock, or that
you couldn't be put In his placa In tha
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"Your Friends Have Money."
string1 was. A half hour ago, a deputy
United States marshal, with a posse
big enough to capture a town, took
possession of the dam and stopped the
work. He says It's a court order from
Judge Lorchlng at Red Butte, based on

the claims of that infernal paper rail
road!"
Smith pushed the telephone aside.
"But it's too late I" he protested.
"The dam Is completed; Williams
phoned me before I went to dinner.
Ail that remains to be done to save
the charter is to shut the spillways
and let the water back up so that It
will flow Into the main ditch 1"
"Right there's where they've got
us!" was the rasping reply. "They
won't let Williams touch the spillway
gates, and they're not going to let him
touch them until after we have lost out
on the time limit I Williams' man says
they've put the seal of the court on
the machinery and have posted armed
guards everywhere.
Wouldn't that
make you run around In circles and
yelp like a scalded dog?"
CHAPTER XXIV.
A Strong

Man Armed.

Smith put his elbows on the desk
and propped his bead in his hands.
It was not the attitude of dejection;
it was rather a trancelike rigor of
concentration, with each and all of the
newly emergent powers once more
springing alive to answer the battle
call. At the desk-en- d
Starbuck sat
with his hands locked over one knee,
too disheartened to roll a cigarette,
normal solace for all woundlngs less
than mortal. After a minute or two
Smith jerked himself around to face
the
"Does Colonel Baldwin know?" he
news-brlnge-

r.

asked.

"Sure I That's the worst of it Didn't
I tell you? He drove out to the dam,
reaching the works just ahead of the
trouble. When M'Graw and the posse
outfit showed up, the colonel got It
Into his head that the whole thing was
merely another trick of Stanton's
fake. Glnty, the quarry boss, brought
the news to town. He ays there was
a bloody mix-uand at the end of It
the colonel and Williams were both
under arrest for resisting the officers."
Bmitn nodded thoughtfully.
"Of

course; that was Just what was needed
With the president and the chief of
construction locked np, and the wheels
oiocKea ror tie next twenty-fou- r
houi
our charter will be gone."
"This world and another, and
the fireworks," Starbuck threw in.
"With the property all roped up in ai
law tangle, and those stock options of
yours due to fall in, It looks as If a
few prominent citizens of the Timan
yoni would have to take to the high
grass and the tall timber. It sura
does, John."
"Do you know, Billy, I have been
expecting something of this kind and
expecting It to be a fake. That's why
I sent Stllllngs to Red Butte ; to keep
watch of Judge Lorchlng's court Stllllngs was to phone me If Lorchlng issued an order."
"And he hasn't 'phoned you?"
"No; but that doesn't prove anything. The order may have been issued, and Stllllngs may have tried to
let us know. There are a good many
ways In which a man's mouth may be
stopped when there are no scruples
on the other side."
"Then you think there is no doubt
that the court order is straight and
that this man M'Graw Is really a
deputy marshal and has the law for
what he Is doing?"
"In the absence of any proof to the
contrary, we are obliged to believe It
or at least to accept It Bdt we're
not dead yet . . . Billy, It's running In my mind that we've got to go
out there and clean up Mr. M'Graw
and his crowd."
Starbuck threw up his hands and
made a noise like a dry wagon wheeL
go up against th
"Holy smoke!
whole United States?" be gasped.
Smith's grin showed his strong, even
teeth.
"Starbuck, you remember what 1
told you one night? the night 1
dragged you up to my rooms In the
hotel and gave you a hint of the reason why I had no business to make
love to Corona Baldwin?"

'
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"Yep."
"Well, the time has come when 1
may as well fill out the blanks In the
story for you." And with Billy looking straight Into his eyes, he did so.

At the end Starbuck was nodding soberly. "You sure have been carrying
a back-loa- d
all these weeks, John,
never knowing what minute waa going
to be the next Now I know about
this Miss
She knows
you and she could give you away If
she wanted to. Has she done It John?"
"No ; but her father has. Stanton has
got hold of the end of the thread, and,
while Í don't know It definitely, It Is
practically certain he seat a wire. Ii
the Brewster police are not looking for
me at this moment they will be shortly. That brings us back to this High
Line knockout As the matter stands,
I'm the one man In our outfit who hai
absolutely nothing to lose. I am an
officer of the company, and no legal
notice has been served upon me. Can
you fill out the remainder of the or
der?"
"No, I'll be switched if I can!"
"Then I'll fill it for you. So far as
I know legally, you understand this
raid has never been authorized by the
courts; at least that is what I'm going to assume until the proper papers
have been served on me. Therefore 1
am free to strike one final blow foi
the colonel and his friends, and I'm
going to do it if I can dodge the police
long enough to get action."
Starbuck's tilting chair righted ltseli
with a crash.
"You've thought it all out? Jusl
how to go at It?"
"Every move ; and everyone of them
a straight bid for a second penitentiary
sentence."
"All right" said the mine ownet
briefly. "Count me in."
"For Information only," was the
brusque reply. "You have a stake in
the country and a good name to maintain. I have nothing. But you can
tell me a few things. Are our work'
men still on the ground?"
"Yes. Glnty said there were only a
few stragglers who came to town with
him. Most of the two shifts are stay
ing on to get their pay or until they
find out that they aren't going to get
Rich-pasture- s.

it"

"And the colonel and Williams: the
marshal la holding them out at the
dam?"
"Uh-hulocked up In the office
shack, Glnty says."
"Good. I shan't need the colonel,
but I shall need Williams. Now another question: you know Sheriff
Harding fairly well, don't you? What
sort of a man Is he?"
"Square as a die, and as nervy as
they make 'em. When he gets a warrant to serve, he'll bring in his man,
dead or alive."
"That's all Til ask of him. Now go
and find Lie an auto, and then you can
fade away and get ready to prove a
good, stout alibi."
(TO BE) CONTINUED.)

Candles Vs. Electricity.
The Society for Electrical Develop
ment, anxious to encourage a wider
use of electricity for lighting, has erepared figüres showing it Is much cheap
er than candles or kerosene.
A recent test of six candles showed
that for 1 cent only 2.68 candle-powhours were obtained. If electricity foi
lighting costs 9 cents for a kilowatt
lamp can be lighted for
hour a tt
60 hours for 9 cents. The efficiency of
Incandescent Is a candle-powe- r
a
for 1.17 watts. Thus a
lamp will provide about 17 candle
power. It will burn 60 hours for
cents, or 850 candle-powe- r
hours will
cost 9 cents. One cent will buy 94.4
candle-powhours, or 85 times as
much light as can be obtained from a
adía for 1 ceat
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Mowing Machine Equipped for Cutting Flfld Peas Attachment to Cutting
- Bar Automatically Removes Hay From Swath and Places It In
(Prepared by the United Statei Department of Agriculture.
The proper time to cut field peas for
hay is when most. of the pods are well
formed, since considerable of the nutrient value of the plant Is contained
In the seed. When seeded in mixtures
with grain, the time of cutting may be
governed to some extent by the maturity of the grain, but the varieties
of peas and grain used In the mixture
should be chosen that the crop can be
harvested at the most favorable period of maturity for both. Formerly,
a crop of field peas was considered
very difficult to harvest and much of
the harvesting was done with a scythe
or an
cradle. This was
thought necessary, first, because the
vines are often tangled and, second,
because of the loss from shattering
where mower and rake are used. There
Is now available, however, an attachment for the ordinary mower which
consists of guards that extend In front
of the cutter bar, lifting the vines off
the ground, so that the mower can pass
underneath without becoming entangled In the vines themselves. There Is
also a windrow attachment which effectually removes the peas from the
swath and leaves them In a windrow
behind the mower. Where such an attachment is not used It Is necessary
to have a man with a fork follow the
mower and move the vines to one side,
so that the team and mower will not
pass over the' peas lu the following
round. The peas can' be left In the
windrow or bunched with a rake and
left until dry and ready to stack.
When stacked In the open It Is necessary to protect the stacks by means
of canvas covers or with a lftyer of
green grass placed over the top.
The field pea should be cut for seed
when the pods are fully mature and the
peas have become firm. It Is not well,
however, to wait until the vine and
pods are both dry, since If that is done
the loss from shattering Is sure to be

large.
If the peas are rained on during the
period while they are curing In the
windrow or In bunches, they should be
turned over as soon as the top of the
bunch Is dry. If this is not done the
peas underneath will swell and burst
the pods, so that when they become
dry a great percentage will shell out
and be left on the ground. Whenever
possible, the peas which are Intended
for threshing should be stacked under
a shed, but If necessary tp build the
rick outside, it must be protected as
noted for hay.
,
The threshing of the field pea Is usually done with an ordinary gralt separator fitted up especially for the pea
bj the substitution of blank concave
teth below the cyllndw. Usually four
concave teeth are sufficient to retard
the passage of the vines long enough
so that the cylinder will break up the
pods and release the seeds. By thus
limiting the number of concave teeth
and reducing the speed of the cylinder
f
It Is possible to thresh
about
the field pea without cracking any considerable percentage of the seeds.
Pasturing Field Peat.
It Is a common practice In some localities to harvest the crop by pasMany
turing with hogs or sheep.
farmers, however, are discontinuing
the practice of pasturing their field
peas on account of waste and are harvesting all or part of their crop and
feeding It In a feed lot' A combination of pasture and dry feed has been
found best. The animals after a period of pasturing make better gains on
dry feed than where given dry feed
during the entire feeding period. Apasture used In
lfalfa or sweet-clove- r
one-hal-

connection

with field peas noticeably

Its high protein content It makes a
better balanced ration and keeps better
when combined with small grain,
which should be mixed with the peas
In sowing If the crop Is Intended especially for ensilage.
The field peas Intended for ensilage

usually are planted in mixtures with
bald barley and cut when the barley
is ripe. Yield average from eight to
twelve tons to the acre. Pea ensilage
has a higher feeding value than corn
ensilage, but should be fed In connection with a grain ration. For fattening both cattle and sheep It has given
excellent results, but Is most popular
with the dairyman.
One source of pea ensilage Is the
refuse of pea canneries. This material
Is not often placed In a regular silo,
but Is stacked up green as It comes from
the cannery and allowed to ferment In
the stacks.
e
Field Peat at a
and
Green-Manur-

Cover Crop.
The field pea Is well suited for use
e
as a
crop In orchards
and Is used quite extensively for this
purpose In the citrus orchards of California. No other crop except vetch
Is so well adapted for this use In the
southern part of that state.
When used for green manure the
peas should not be plowed under until they have reached their maximum
growth, unless other conditions connected with the main crop require
that the plowing be done earlier.
The most favorable time will probably be reached, about the time the
first pods are well filled.
The varieties selected for use as a
green manure or a cover crop should
be those which are known to be adapted to the locality, and one with a
d
vine Is to be preferred over those
that make a heavy yield of seed. The
large Marrowfat peas, such as the Canadian Beauty, Arthur, Paragon, and
Mackay, are well adapted for this purpose, as are also the Prussian Blue and
Wisconsin Blue.
The use of a
crop Is
profitable only In sections where sufficient soil moisture Is present to cause
the quick decay of the vegetable matter turned under.
green-manur-

good-size-

green-manur-

BLACKLEG CAUSED BY GERMS
Highly-Bre-

d

Calves

Should

Be

Va

clnated Before It Picks Up
Little Organism.
Blackleg Is caused by a small germ,
an organism about one
of an Inch long. This organism
multiplies very rapidly by one organism dividing Into two Individuals

these again dividing

and

the same way.
Also by producing very much smaller
spores or seeds. These spores are very
hardy and resist extreme heat and
cold, remaining alive sometimes for
many years. As a consequence when
a pasture, corral or feedlot Is once
contaminated with the organism there
Is no telling how long it will harbor
the Infection. Disinfecting such premises Is Impractical. Safety lies In vac-cinatlon. In all contagious or germ
diseases the animals most likely to get
sick are those whose constitution is
more or less weakened from any cause
at weaning time, after changing from
poorly fed to heavy feeding or vice
versa. Immunizing beforehand Insures
safety. Highly bred calves are also
more susceptible than scrubs. Many
operators report perfect results when
they vaccinate at the same time they
brand, dehorn, or castrate. Vaccinate
any time for blackleg.
When a calf Is turned upon Infected
ground It picks up some of the spores
which gain entrance to the body In
through the bruised
various ways
skin, through the mouth either with
animal licking Itself. These spores
come Into active life,
Immediately
begin to grow and multiply, and if the
the food and water or merely by the
animal Is a susceptible one it contracts the disease. If It Is Immune
the germ will have no effect whatever
upon it. Therefore, immunize the calf
with a reliable vaccine before it picks
up these organisms.
In

Increases the rapidity of gain.
The field pea Is often sown In mixtures with small grains, primarily to.
hold the vines off the ground and thus
make the harvesting of the crop easy.
Oats are more often used for this purpose than the other grains, although
barley Is used to some extent and
wheat in a few cases. The yield is
nearly always larger when oats are
used than with either barley or wheat.
Mixtures are recommended In all cases
where the crop Is to be used exclusively for hay. The presence of oats or
barley In the pea hay makes a better
Manure Rich In Plant Food.
quality of feed than pea hay alone.
Field Peas at Silage.
Manure from grain, meat and bone-febens is very rich In plant food
It Is not economical to put the field
pea In the silo alone, on account of and s nearly equal to guano.
d
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ÍJy taking Lydia E. PinkhamY
Vegetable Compound, One
of Thousands of SuchCases.
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Six

ifsgood

reasons

a

friend:

Lydia
Black River Falls, Wia.-"- Ai
E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound
Ml'!"! ' ,!
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operation. I cannot
Boyenougn in praise
I suffered from
of
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organic troubles and
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my side hurt me to
I could hardly be up
from my bed, and I
was unable to do my
housework.
I had

.

'

the best doctors in
Eau Claire and they
wanted me to have
en operation, but
FV Plnkhnm'i
T vHi

i

Vegetable Compound cured me so I did
not need the operation, and I am telling
Mrs. A. W.
all my frlende about
B Inzer, Black River Falls, Wis.
'
Ht is Just such experiences as that of
Mrs. Binzer that has made this famous
root and herb remedy a household word
from ocean to' ocean. Any woman who
suffers from inflammation, ulceration,
displacements, backache, nervousness,
Irregularitiee or "the blues" should
not rest until she has given it a trial,
and for special advice write Lydia E.
Pinkham Mediciné Co., Lynn, Mass.
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SWAMP-ROO-

T

Naval Forces of Allies Make
Dashing Raid to Bottle Up
Hun

Bases.

AIOS WEAK KIDNEYS

)

The symptoms of kidney and bladder
trouble are often very distressing and
leave the system in a
condition.
The kidneys seem to suffer most, as almost every victim complains of lame back
and urinary trouble which should not be
neglected, as these danger signals often
lead to more dangerous kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
which, o
many people say, soon heals and strengthens the kidneys, is a splendid kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, and, being
an herbal compound, has a gentle healing effect on the kidneys, which is almost immediately noticed in most cases
by those who use it.
A trial will convince anyone who may
be in need of it. Better get a bottle from
your nearest drug store, and start treatment at once.
However, if yon wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Binghamtoñ, N. Y.(for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

GREAT

BATTLE

IS

RENEWED

It's the limited express for the man
beautiful, clear white
use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocer. Adv.

If you wish

sloth,

v

Don't seek sacrifices.

Just wuit.

Soothe Baby Rashes
That itch and burn with hot baths of
Cuticura Soap followed by gentle
anointings of Cuticura Ointment
Nothing better. For free samples
"Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston."
Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and CO. Adv.
I

A New Service Flag.
One of our Jackles, Maurice Clement the quartermaster on the U. S. S.
Texas, thinks that the conventional
service flag which Is now flying from
lramunernble windows all over the
country, has one defect. It does not
tell what branch of the service each
man has entered.
Now Quartermaster Clement is extremely proud of being In the navy,
so, when he came to make a service
flag for his own home, he framed the
central white space with a piece of
white-lin- e
tied in attractive knots. At
the top and bottom of the panel he
made a double Carrick bend; at ench
side, at equal intervals, a figure eight
knot, and then a- square knot, thus
making a balanced design.
Thjs flag is not only very attractive,
buf it leaves absolutely no doubt as
to what branch of the service it symbolizes. Popular Science Monthly.

Germans Gain Little by Heavy Attacks
Holland Being Pushed to War's
Brink John D. Ryan Made
Director of Aircraft Production.
By EDWARDW. PICKARD.
Last week brought forth one of the
most spectacular and (lushing operations of the war the raid of British
and French naval forces on the German
bases at Zeebrugge and
Ostend.
Five obsolete cruisers and
two old submarines were sacrificed.
The former, laden with concrete, were
to be sunk In the channel mouths, and
the latter full of explosives, were driven against the moles. These vessels,
escorted by destroyers and all making
a dense smoke screen, approached the
Belgian coast in the night but were
discovered and deluged with shells
from the shore batteries and from German destroyers.
The chief fight took
place at Zeebrugge. There the cruiser
Vindictive ran Inside the harbor pnder
heavy fire, and landed her crew on the
mole after a great gap had been blown
In it by a submarined The men cleared
the mole, destroyed all Its guns and
sank a destroyer and were able to get
away again, though their losses were
severe. Meanwhile three of the block
ships were sunk at the entrance of the
canal or In the harbor, and one of the

old submarines was believed to have
destroyed the lock gates, letting the
water run out of the Bruges canal.
At Ostend the operation was simpler
nnd at least one Of the block ships has
been observed from airplanes blocking the greater part of the channel.
At this time It Is not known Jus(
how successful the operation was In
bases, but probbottling up the
ably It was no more so than wos
attempt to bottle up the Spanish
fleet In Santiago harbor. However, It
was a gallant enterprise, fearlessly
carried out, and American navy men
hope It will be followed up by additional naval exploits.
Hob-son-

's

There was comparative quiet along
the battle front In France and Flanders
during the first half of the week, and
both the allies and the Germans took
of the opportunity to
advantage
In the
strengthen their positions.
minor operations the former had rather
the best of It usually and the Huns
were pushed back In various sectors
by both the British and the French.
Identified.
"Joé" Jefferson once presented a Meanwhile the Germans were bringing
check at a Detroit bank, only to be np their heavier artillery, a difficult
told by the cashier that he'd have to thing because of the nature of the terrain and were evidently making prepbe identified.
for a resumption of the attack.
eye
arations
great
the
With a twinkle in his
This came on Wednesday, when,
actor quoted from the ploy with which
after an Intense bombardment, the enhis name will always be associated :
"If my leedle dog Schneider was emy attacked. with very considerable
forces the allied positions south of the
only here, he'd know me."
"Enough !" exclaimed the cashier as Somme, and along the Avre, In the
regions of Hnngard, llallíes and Sene"
he Immediately cashed the check.
cat wood. For the time being these
assaults were successfully repulsed ex" cept at Hangard, which village again
fell into the hands of the Germans.
The reports from Paris said that
American troops were 'fighting with
the French on this line and that their
v
reslstence to the attacks of the Huns
was desperate. About eleven miles
directly east of Amiens, the German
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmesmmmmmmmammmmat
objective in this region, the ,Brltlsh
withdrew from the village of
WASTE
but elsewhere they stood
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Kemmel, southwest of Tpres, but the
French defending that sector drove
them back with severe losses. So, at
the time of writing, the German gains
In the renewed offensive are almost
nil.

,

i

Belgian roads.

The Netherlands
refuses to permit Germany to
take these materials through Dutch
territory for military works.

Kccp the soldiers

The Guotemalan national assembly
has declared that Guatemala occupies
The terrific slaughter of Germons the same position toward the European
since their offensive opened,' due to belligerents as does the United States,
their custom of advancing In mass which in diplomatic circles Is considformation across open ground, has ered a declaration of war on Germany
been more than they could stand, and and her allies.
Ludendorff has put a stop to that
method of attack. The Huns now dash
The rapidity with which American
forward In smaller and separate pnr-tle- s troops are being sent across the Atlanand take shelter when the chance tic is heartening the allies and demoffers.
onstrating the Intention of our governIn the assault on
ment to put in the field the greatest
the German tanks made their first ap- possible force In the shortest possible
pearance, leading the infantry, and time. Many of the mem are going by
a spectacular battle with British tanks way of England, and the fact that they
ensued. Several of the heavy Hun ma-- ' are being transported across the Engchines engaged two light British tanks lish channel in safety has aroused the
and disabled one of them. A big BritGermans to such an extent that their
ish tank rolled up to the rescue nnd naval authorities have had' to apoloafter a sharp fight put one of the Ger- gize for the Inaction of their fleet.
man monsters out of action and drove
It is not permitted to tell how many
the others from the field.
men the administration proposes to
neral
send to France before the end of the
Doyen's fine brigade of year, but it Is so greui that when Dievery meal
Chew it
American marines, it appears, has been rector General Schwab and the shipIn the thick of the battle in France ping board were told by General
and the casualty list sent over proves
the amount of shipping he would
the "seldlers of the sea" have mainrequire they were staggered. Mr.
tained their best traditions, for the list Schwab, however, believed the estishows 34 killed, 244 wounded and not mate could be fulfilled if certain steps
Concert Conductor.
Soft Soap Defined.
Church-i-Thi- s
paper says "Railroad
one taken prisoner. The heaviest loss could be taken to hasten the deliveries
"Pop, why do people call jollying
will act in concerts."
sustained by the marines was in the of ships, these steps including the re- soft soap?"
Gotham Well, they will not want
forest of Apremont In Lorraine, where duction of some of the requirements
"Because there Is so much lie about
two hot attacks by the Germans were of the navy so that the steel can be it son." San Francisco Chronicle.
for conductors.
repulsed by the Americans.
diverted to the uses of the transport
J
fleet
uy t
nimi wmtiH umrii i m i j a h i
The Americans in the Toul sector
In Washington It is understood that
have not been seriously attacked since as rapidly as ships can be provided the
the batrle of Selcheprey. Belated de- soldiers will be sent across, whether
tails of that conflict tell of fhe heroic they are fully trained or not It is reconduct of our boys while they were ported the draft will be accelerated by
being driven back from that village calling 400,000 men to training next
and were retaking It and
month, a number far In excess of previera
the lines. Though their casualties ous estimates.
were about 200. General Pershing reported they killed at least 300 GerIn line with the present policy of
mans. Officers and men alike distinspeeding up and making efficient all
guished themselves by their bravery,
war preparations is the appointment
Individual deeds of heroism In the
of John D. Ryan, the copper magnate,
face of great odds being numerous.
as director of aircraft production for
m
of
army and the
If consumers aré to pay less for
among
the the
There was great activity
the aviation section of the signal corps.
beef, live-stoc- k
air fighters on the west front last General Squler hereafter will devote
raisers naturally will
week, and the outstanding event was his attention to the administration of
for
less
receive
cattle.
the killing of Bnron von Rlchthofen,
signals, and Brig. Gen. William I. Ken-l- y
one of the foremost German aviators
If farmers are paid more for live
Is made director of a new division
and leader of the famous "circus." He of military aeronautics. Howard Cofstock,
consumers will necessarily pay
was engaged In a fight with two Britfin retires from chairmanship of the
for
meat.
more
ish planes and flew low over the Britaircraft board but remains a member
ish lines, where a bullet pierced his of the advisory commission of the
Swift & Company pays for cattle
heart. With . characteristic chivalry council of national defense.
90 per cent of the price
approximately
the English gave him a fine funeral
The reports on the airplane situafor
paying tribute to the memory of a galbeef
and
received
tion made to the president by the
lant and brave foe.
10
by
assistant
cent pays for
remaining
and
per
The
committee
Marshall
Several American airmen reached secretaries of war were not made puboperation
market,
to
freight
dressing,
the coveted distinction of being num'
lic, but It Is admitted that they
who
in most
and
among
houses,
those
"aces"
distributing
of
the
bered
the, report of the senate
have downed at least five enemy flyers. committee that" the program had colto the retailer. Net
cases,
delivery
And some of our aviators also met lapsed.
this
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High Cattle Prices
Accompany
High Beef Prices
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ts.

death.

profits also have to come out of
10 per cent.
This margin cannot be squeezed,
arbitrarily without danger of crippling
the only effective means of performing
the complex service of converting

-I- -

Little news came out of Russia, but
It is evident the Germans are still
pursuing their plans of annexation.
Indeed, the kaiser is being openly urged to assume the kingship of Livonia
and Esthonla, and it Is announced that
a valuable part of Poland will be addGerman forces have
ed to Prussia.
reached Simferopol in the Crimea, cutting the railroad connection of the fortress of Sebastopol with the mainland.
The governments of the Crimea, Minsk
and Homel have asked to be incorporated in the Ukraine. All attempts
to open peace negotiations between Ukraine nnd Russia have failed. In Finland the German forces
with the White guards have made further progress nnd the Finnish bolshevik! government has evacuated Viborg.
Hi-T-

here

severe fighting on the Italian front last week, but
without definite result and In Macedonia the allies made considerable advances, capturing several towns.
Poor little Holland seems on the
point of being dragged Into the great
conflict, despite her earnest efforts to
x
maintain her neutrality. Berlin is refirm.
Huns launched ported to have made demands which
A? .e same tlme-thattacks against the British in Flanders may well result in adding the Dutch
and there was fierce fighting on the to the list of Germany's active enemies
line between Bailleul and Mervllle and and that probably would mean Holland would become another Belgium,
near Bethune.
overrun and ravaged, for the allies
Next day by a smashing counter-attac- k
the British retook VlHers, taking could not well help her except from the
some 700 German prisoners and find- sea. The German demands have to
ing the enemy dead heaped up about do with thé treaty permitting the
the village. The Huns also attacked transportation of sand and gravel
strongly on the south slopes of Mount through Holland for the reualr of
Villers-Bretonneu-

i
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who stutters.

2

Steadies nerves
Allays thirst

1

1 French skirmish party In the open, somewhere in the Meuse sector. 2 The lock gates of the Bruges canal
3 Stephen
bases.
at Zeebrugge which were reported destroyed In the allied naval raid on the German
Panaretoff, Bulgarian minister to the United States, who many Americans think should be sent home by a declaration of war against his country.
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with a photo
graph when It flatters her.
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was considerable

Both houses of congress have passed
the Joint resolution to register for military service nil males becoming twenty-one
years old since June 5, 1917.
The lower house adopted an amendment putting the newly registered men
at the foot of their respective classes
and sustained the military committee
In refusing to exempt those who have
entered medical or divinity schools
Since June 5.
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ess
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cattle into meat and distributing this
meat to the fighting forces and to
consumers.
Swift & Company's net profit on
of a'
beef during 1917 was only
it
products,
cent per pound. On all
on
was a little less than four cents
each dollar of sales. Complete elimination of these profits would not affect
appreciably retail prices of meat, or,
farm prices of live stock.
Swift & Company will be. glad to
in devising methods that
will improve conditions in the meat
'
and live stock industry.

-

The Chamberlain bill to turn
over to military trlbunnls for
trial by court martial met Its fate
when President Wilson declared his
firm opposition to It nnd other authorities said It was unconstitutional.
It was, of course, Introduced because
of charges that the department of Justice has been lax in combating enemy
propaganda, but these charges are refuted by the department, which reports It has secured at least 3,900 convictions in the last year, despite the
inadequacy of federal laws against
sabotage and disloyal utterances. The
number of acquittals has been relative
ly small.
sedi-tlonls- ts

''

The senate devoted much time last
week to debating the Overman bill fotj
of government activ-- i
the
Ities and It gained supporters dallyJ
Senator Chamberlain being amon
those who declared he would vote forj
It In opposing the bill Senator Shei
man of Illinois found opportunity to
make a bitter attack on various members of the cabinet and on George
Creel.
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1Í18 Year Book of interesting and
instructive facts sent on request
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois
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Solano News Harking

I Personal Mention I

Mrs. Maude L. Greene, the
revivalist, left for her home at
East Vaughn, N. M. She has
been assisting Rev. Matthews
with revival meetings on his
circuit.
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It's a

91b Boy

4th of July Celebration at Carrizo

!

At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam String, Tuesday
night,

The higher grades of the
boy.
A Fourth of July Celebration
parties just fine and Sam goes at Carrizo, is announced by the Solano schools closed this week
on account of so many pupils
about with the quiet dignity of a
"Live Wires"of that community
man who knows himself suprior D. M. Martinez, David Valdez, quitting to start raising war

May 1st, a

nine-poun- d

All

to common mortals. May he fulfill their fondest expectations as
fully all down the line as he does
now. His name? Harold Milton.

The

crops.

Bertha Rheinhart and Herbert
Hughes are proud possessors of
Eighth-GradDiplomas.
e

Harry Hughes has recovered

,

BOV ScOUtS

-

The entertainment given by
at the Hall
Friday evening drew a large
crowd and no one overlooked the
time limit and was left outside
when the doors closed, program
started right on the tick and was
amusing and interesting.
The scout songs were well
rendered, and the Signalling the
First aid demonstration and the
speeches by the
and
others were to the point.
The effect of this entertainment on the soliciting of sale of
Bonds and Thrift Stamps was
noticeable next day.
Rev. Hearn, as
has done a lot of good work
with the boys of Roy and they
.
.
.
.
i
nave risen to tne occasion in a
most commendable manner. The
sale of War Bonds on Saturday
was over $3,000, and they sold
to the amount of
$400. This is the right way to
start and good training for the
boys who are to manage big
business within the next few
years.

the Roy

Euplio Baca and others, They
offer fine shade and water for any
sized crowd, the finest scenery
and the earnings of the event
will all be donated to the Red
CrossThe promoters of the
celebration feel that they have
the best offtr any one can make
for the 4th and as they have long
patronized Roy and Mills and
other towns on the mesa it is due
them that we all go and celebrate
with them.
urges acceptance of
The
the invitation by all the towns
and communities on the mesa
and lets make it the biggest inde
pendence day any of us ever saw.

Boy-Scout-

s,

Scout-mast-

S--

er

Scout-Mastt- r,

Albert Branch, of the F.M.Co.
has been called from Roy to the
army to leave May loth, Magin
Mares and Arturo Montoya were
called last week. Alberto has
been anxious to go for a long
time and we know that he will
give a good account of himself as
a soldier.

from measeis and was able to
visit his wife at the Plumlee
Hospital Sunday.
Miss Orpha Ross, of the Roy
High School visited at home over
Sunday.

Mrs. Ollie D. Wiiliams is home
stay al ter finishing her school
term at Mosquero.
to

John Beckman has installed a
from Mr. Rhinehart's
artesian well to his pasture. He
will now have more time to raise
pipe-lin- e

war crops.

Mother's Day will be "appropi-atelcelebrated the second Sunday in May at Solano by an
appropriate program. Ay invited.
y

John Westfall is home from
jury duty at Mora.

M

-

Dr. Jackson, of Montoya was
in town Wednesday giving us the
has a drugstore
The following letter was re- onceover. He
is lookiig for a
ceived by Mrs. F. A. Rov, from at Montoya and
of looking
thinks
He
location.
her nephew on the fighting line
deciding.
before
east
this week.
"Somewhere in France"
Rev. Heaton returned ThursMy Dear Auut:- day from Okalhoma. he left
I suppose I have
his wife in care of her parents
been Mean, Cruel, etc, for not and will remain here for a time
writing sooner but, really I have with his .charge. A series of
been the busiest boy in the world meetings at Newton Schoolhouse
for the past two months.
is among his plans.
I have just finished a tour in
the trenches and must say I have
Homer Holmes writes that he
due respect for "Fritzie's" artil- has the crack gun of the 13th
lery he came very near getting Artillery,
which is the crack
me several times, I wish it were Corps of the U. S. At target
sol could tell you all about it but 'practice recently he scored 146
right now I cant latter on I hope hits out of 150 at three miles
to be; able to tell you more.
range, he also is waiting for
The sweater you sent me for transportation to lYance and will
christmas was sure handy article go at an early date.
and I wore it while at the front
S. H. Jenkins, the Barbet left
Atn glad you sent it. I came out
of the trenches much richer than Thursday for Little Rock, Ark.
went in by abont a million to visit his family. Mrs. Jenkins
"Cooties". Do you know what is obliged to undergo., another
Everyone surgical operation which, her
, 'Cooties " are
getsvthem when they go to the friends here hope will be success
front and every one dont get ful.
rid of them. Rats in the trenches
Ordinarily we feel that the
weré'as big as cats I shot several
is
as good a paper as the present
with my pistol. Uncle Frank
wouid enjoy that I am sure. Am conditions warrant but on ocsending a little Photo, Hope to casions like this week we could
find news for a dai'y if we only
see EM soon.
had the facilities for printing it
J. P. McMinimy,

Soldier's Letter

Back

C. E. Anderson called Monday
with some interesting keepsakes
from his home. One is a little
english grammar published in
1828 with the rudiments of the
study plainly
presented and
pupils are advised to commit the
entire book to memory.
Other interesting items are
letters from his brother, James
Anderson, written from the
battle front in the Civil War.
They describe
the battles of
Murfreesboro, Missionary Ridge,
Lookout Mountain. Chattanooga,
and others, One ulace he speaks
of marching all clay with a heavy
load in the rain and sleeping on
the wet ground with no shelter
and his ration was half a pound
of meal a day. In another place
he says "Í have suffered in the
last month, all a man can suffer
and live, hungry, cold and wet
sleeping on the frozen ground;
Another " The women girls
and children here chew and
smoke tobacco. As pretty girls
as I ever saw chew and carry a
plug it their pocket.
Our losses
were very heavy, Our regiment
of 900 men now number 275."
Mr. Anderson prizes these
things as bits of history of present civilization in the making
more important than some in the
more prominent histories.
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The text fir the Baccalaureate
Mrs. Pete Gimson and her
J. T. Abbott, Manager of the
will
out Roberts and Olver lumber yard brother came down from ('marrSermon
Jess Westfall returned to his
into the Deep". Special music in Roy, went to Tucumcary ón last week to see their mother
Mrs. Alice Upton, teacher of home at Shawnee, Okla. after a
for the occasion is being prepared Sundajy to meet his bride, who Mrs. Whiteman who has been
the intermediate room in the visit with his father and jester
came from Fort Worth Texas. very ill. She is better and
looks
just as it
Mosquero Schools, two years here. He says it
She
was delayed a day and he "Happy"left Thursdayl'br home.
ago has secured a government used to here.
waited impatiently for the train
Mrs. J. M. Elder has returned
position at Washington with a
bringing her. They will live in Wolcott Russell and Emmett
Rev. O. W. Hearn left Sunday
good salary and has left the to ber home after closing of the
Roy permanently and start house Alldredge
are now at Camp
Mesa for her now field of labor. Grammerroom in the school here to attend the Conference of the
Gordon
soon
they
get
as
as
Atlant Georgia awaiting
a
keeping
Christian Church at Artesia,
Mrs.
of
visited
Colfax,
Littrel,
We
house
assignment
to command in the
welcome
this in
As an example to t hose who
He will be absent a week or ten
M.
daughter
Hughes
Mrs.
F.
her
Regulars.
busicouple
to
teresting young
would buy a
are saying that
days. Rev. Hearn put it up to
At the sale last Saturday a
ness and social circles,
bond if I couid but cant- - Pedro last week.
che Church last Sunday whether
mule and saddle was sold for $30.
The people of Abbott recently
Mestas a section hand bought a
John Hepburn. Mail Carrier at they wanted him to remain here
Virgtf Anuerson took out his gave
Nothing unusual about that bu- ta big dance and turned
one hunt'r.'d dollar bond and Mills visited his mother and
and expressed disappointment tractor'piow last week to prepare over all the proceeds, about $29.
It is an established
fact that
little Alfrel Brown saved up other relatives and friends here that so many members of the a lot of sod on his claim for a
the mule was none other than
to the Mills Red Cross. A nice
pennies cn)ugh from selling Sunday.
church were indifferent to the summer crop.
uiu ijjck , one ot tne span
boost
for that enthusiastic bunch
papers to buy a fifty dollars bond
Rev. Matthews visited at Mills to the services and activities
known as "Mag and Beck"
of
workers.
II. E. Dean, of Solano, was in
Mosquero Sun.
offering to accept the blame if town
Monday.
which ' Bin Sturgis brought to
lá?t week and called to
O. H. Kerns, writes us from
the mesa 12 years ago. He sold J. Floersheim went to Las Vegas
Clifford Thomas is home again they wished him todo so.
continue coining to
have the
111, They lived 2 years
present
members
Waverly,
of
A
vote
the
them when he left and old Mag
him.
Sunday to get pointers in the j after several weeks spent in Roy
remaining
his
for
unanimous
Cement
Okla. and moved to
at
was
died. Bck went insane after the
way of preparing for the big Redi working at his trade as barber.
The hotel building on the hill 111. where he is farming on a
and a vote by those present not
death of her team mate and has
Cross Drive to start May 20th an
members was equally unanimous at Mills 'was destroyed by fire large scale, and has fine prospect
wandered about ever since being
of which he is to be Chairman.
a number of person's spoke as iast Friday night. The origin of for all crops is planting 100 acres
treated to feed and water by
citizens of the town representing the fire is unknown but it seemed of corn.
The sale last Saturday at the
friends who knew her when she
many
farms,
building
visitad their
different elements urging to have started outside in a wood
now old Greatwestern
was well
The
Odd
Fellows
Service
Flag
his effective work for the com- pile. Hard work and the use of Mrs. Epememo, Martinez, of
"Beck" has an owner and a attended and an immense lot of
has
at
and
has
arrived
been
last
munity as a reason for retaining the Wilson Co. chemical engine Wagon Mound is the guest of her
nome once more, and she is household goods were sold. Thh
display
in
Postoffice
the
worth about a dollar a year for stuff was shipped here by a party jon
him but denying selfish interest, saved several other buildings nephew. D. M. Martinez and
will
window
be
week.
a
for
It
who intended to settle on the
her age.
wife of Carrizo Mrs. Martinez
if he has a larger field of useful from burning.
enjoys the peculiar relationship
tract but couldnt m ike 'iwlarlv installed in the Hall ness elsewhere.
J. A Dunn, wife and two little of being both
Will Mitchell has made appli- up his mind to live there
Prof. Russell expressed our
. next Wednesday evening with
aunt and sister-in-ladaughters arrived in Roy Sunday
cation for a furlough for his son
appropriate ceremony.
belief when he suggested that
to D. M.
A card from Ernest Cochrane
Herbert Mitchell who is in trainThe flag has now eight stars Mr. Hearn had a vision which and will remain here and takes in
the'eonditions before deciding to
"Was re-- I and will soon add more,
ing at Camp Kearney, and will from El Paso says
Ind him on to better thintrs fast
Walter Ross returned Wednestry to have liim at home for the jected today acct, 'eyes' Am The names now on the flag are, er than some could follow and locate here permanently. They
Arkansas
and
day
Conway,
from Clayton where he has
from
are
promised
admission
to
Printthe
summers farming, llerbtrt is a
Lieut. Wolcott L. Russell,
that explained their dropping beencourage
been
should
visiting his brother who
people
we
are
Corps
soon
as
as it is organiz Sgt. Barry Kirby,
farmer who can accomplish more ers
hind. It will be a serious loss to
garage in a town up the
runs
a
.
here
settle
1
than half a dozen ordinary farm ed. Going back to Raton." This
H. Redd,
Roy if He decides to go, is the
The
line.
brother returned with
hands and we are glad he is to be is the greatest disappointment Privates,
J. A. Winter, a farm loan agent
Mitchell, very general belief.
Herbert
looking
the
been
Clayton,
in
has
him
from
to see the finish of
time
back on the farm where he is in his young life but we are glad Alfred M.
Davenport John
Offers of additional support by mesa over for the past two Wteka
Day.
Patriotic
needed so badly as well as among he takes it like a man.
Whiting Ben P Wright, and Ray
if he re- a place to lend money.
his family and friends for the
B Carr,
mains testify to our appreciation
Miss Hester Harvey, of Tucum
The flag was ordered long ago of him. J. Floersheim representsimmer.
cari is the new Cashier andj
Strong, County Treasurer,
Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor
and the lodge will now feel the
especialjThe net returns from the Jack Stenographer at the Roy Trading presence of these boys at lodge ing the Big Store, came
ly to pledge their support.
Rabbit drives last winter being Co. store.
She slipped in so meetings
as they will think of
the money received from rabbits quietly that we hardly realized!
their brothers here at home on
Never before May Day, did
sold amounting to $14.69, have her presence but the office force
Mora, New Mexico
lodge nights, We have cause to we realize that the streets of
been turned into the Red Cross in that busy mart appreciate her
be proud of every one of them. Roy were too narrow, We always
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Fund by these in charge of the presence and have relaxed soj
in
but
Mora County.
before
spare
to
room
had
Ed Smith of Mills, who is
sale. The money seems well thev have time to greet their
more
three
than
of
crowd
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
in the 39th Infantry that
applied to thio cause. Floyd Ivey friends with a smiie again in- straightened out and we are also prepared?
autos
200
and
people
wrote last from Long Island N. Y thousand
to furnish Abstracts oil the;&e Lands.)
as sales manager turned in the stead of that worried look.
accident
No
crowded.
where he is with 45,000 men It was
cash to the committee.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEi'AtM.MENT
Henry Farr has been laid up awaiting ships to "Shove off" for occurred tomar the perfect day
Andy Weist and
Manuel
Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Aecurcy
q
France, This is the last v will however.
Peltenghe were here with their this week with his old
Yeur Business Rf Bpfctluilj Solicited
Rheumatism.
He contract hear ttl! they are larked cn the
;g new cars Wednesday.
lnsC!
S. K. Crews veai' down
ed it at Court last week.
other side.
Saturday and tatted at this office.
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